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Today: Sunny
High 81 , Low 59
Wednesday: Sunny
High 84 , Low 64
Thursday: Sunny
High 82, Low 65
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Georgia Ave.
Restaurants
Cause Concern
BY BRIDGETTE GINYARD
Contributing Writer

When meal plans and dinning dollars are
not sufficient to quell the cravings of Howard
University students, they often turn to privately-owned restaurants next to the campus. Restaurants like Negri!, Jasmine's Pizza
and Grill, Howard China, and Five Guys
receive most of their business from hungry Howard students and area residents.
However, records from the D.C. Department
of Health show that these restaurants have
been closed several times for safety concerns.
At Jasmine's Pizza and Grill, assistant manager
Salah Abdelrahin expressed how much his restaurant depended on students and the community. "About 50 percent of the business here is
attributed to Howard University and the other
50 percent comes from the comn1unity," he said.
To the restaurant managers, business is important and any closures by the Health department can have a significant effect on profits.
"We were shut down for one day, and ~ve
weren't supposed to close. It was only a plumbing problem that we were cited for and we fixed
it right away," Abdelrahin said.
The August 2004 report from the D.C.
Health department showed that faulty plumbing was not the only issue. Jasmine's received
a sanitation rating of 60 percent during the
inspection, and was cited for "unclean food
contact surfaces and equipment." Abdelrahin
denied that the Department of Health found
evidence of rodents. "There are no rodents
here and we have not had problems with

Architecture Dept. Feels Growing Pains
BY CHARREAH JACKSON
Asst. Campus Editor

or at least get our stuff," said Chined\.Jm
Onyemezikeya, a third-year architecture
student. "All the fumes are not healt hy.
Workers come in with masks on, yet they
have students still working. It has been
ridiculous, and I am still recovering from
sinuses because of the dust."
Originally home to Howard's Law
School, the College of Engineering,
Architecture and Computer Science has
gradually renovated the marble-walled
building. The redesigning of the former library stacks, now studios, included
placing walls in the large open space to
separate student lounges, small offices
for professors and student desks.
James Johnson, Ph.D., dean of the
College of Engineering, Architecture,
and Computer Sciences expressed his
intentions, which were to have construction done during the summer. However,
plans were not finalized until J uly.
~l:aya Cilliarn·Sc-nior Photo Edllor
Students wrote Johnson demanding Students in the Department of Architecture were recently

I

Kicked out of classrooms, working
amid construction that began on the first
days of classes, returning to 30-year-old
desks, and accreditation worries are a
few of the responses archjtecture students offered on their semester experiences thus far.
When arcltitecture graduate C. David
Moody gave the School of Architecture
and Design a $100,000 gift in February,
he marked it for the 1enovation of the
school's studios, which students use
heavily for design classes. Studio modifications were also a requirement in the
program's accreditation review.
The lack of advanced notification
about the sta1t of construction during
the first days of classes left many students frustrated and disorientated.
"What really [makes me mad] is that
they started without letting anybody
know, so we could make arrangements

See ARCHITECTURE, News A9
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BY CARYN J. GRANT
Contributing Writer
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Pandas, like this one, have already been
removed and w ill be available for auction.

~ht)U

fo~d i tor

In contrast to the numerous
ca1npaigns urging people to vote
this year, Prophet Travis Refuge
was on Howard's campus last week
telling students "Don't Vote," but
"Revolt."
Refuge wants the AfricanAmerican community to break away
from the Democratic, Republican
and Independent parties and follow him and his party into the
"Promised Land." He believes that
Black people should not vote and
need to take a stand against the
democratic system that, he says,
has used the race to advance its own
political agendas.
~This
is
exactly what
Republicans want," said junior
criminal justice major Shawntia
Alexander. "If Blacks don't vote, we
will have Bush in office another four
years."
Refuge, an ordained minister
from New Orleans, would like to see
his efforts compared to President
George Bush and Sen . .John Kerry
in their efforts towards uplifting the
Black race.
"I have been preparing for this
my whole life, but I finally took
action when it came to me through
a dream," Refuge said.

See NO VOTE, News A8

White Students Adjust to Life at HU
BY JANA HOMES
Hilltop Staff Writer

Few students realize that despite Howard University's
status as a historically black university, its first graduates, the daughters of founder Oliver Howard, were
Caucasian.
Today, while Whites make up 77 percent of the
country's population, they only compose one percent of
the HU student body, forcing them to transition from the
majority to the minority. Several students have said that
it seems that the number of Caucasian students have risen
to higher levels than in the past.
Despite the hushed murmurs in the cafe about the
increase in non-Black students enrolled at HU, most said
they. would feel uncomfortable or inappropriate questioning their presence on campus.
However, to maintain its accreditation, a historically
black college or university (HBCU), must have a certain
percentage of students enrolled who are listed as races
other than black. In effect, these students are aiding the
university in holding on to the legacy that it has been
building since 1867.
Despite the .fact that a "minority" presence is needed
on campus to achieve diversity, many may still wonder
why these particular students chose this particular institution.
l\1ayn c;1111an1·St11lor Phoro Editor
•
"It's better than Hampton," said Micheal Cericola, Howard students have noticed an increase in the numa freshman biology major who had originally' ber of " non-Black" students on campus.
See MINORITY, News A9
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Some organizations believe that educated and uneducated Blacks
should " stand down" instead of standing up to vote.
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Through literature he passes
out, Refuge tells why he intends
to discourage the Black community from voting. One of his flyers
reads, "I AM he who The Great I AM
has sent to solve the social ills in
the African-American communities
across America and resolve crises
and conflicts in Black countries."
The minister refers to J ehovah
as "The Great I AM" and to the
Promised Land as a place that can
be in either America or Africa.
"It is the land that was promised to us," Refuge said, placing
emphasis on the words "land" and
"promised."
"If he's an ordained nlinister it's
actually his responsibility to encourage his foUowers to vote so the body
of Christ can have an effect on the
political system," said junior speech
communications major Sean Ward.
Sophomore legal communications major Steven Neepe does not
believe that Refuge's campaign will
solve the issues. "This is not a practical solution so such as deep-rooted
problem," he said.
Refuge wants educated and
uneducated Blacks to stand against
the common request to "stand up
and be counted," and instead, stand
down. He believes that Blacks are

BY BLAIR EDWARDS

Vandals.
Damage City
Decorations

-See PANDAS, News A8

Says pon't Vote

Contributing Writer

See RESTAURANT, News A8

"PandaMariia," the follow-up to the District
of Columbia Commission of the Arts and
Humanities' "Party Animals" public art program in 2002, showcases 150 panda sculptures
creatively designed and scattered throughout
the city. Unfortunately, also similar to the donkeys and elephants displayed during the "Party
Animals" project, these pieces of art are being
burned, broken and even stolen.
"We just want our panda back," said
Dorothy McSweeny, chairwoman of the D.C.
Commission on the Arts and Hmnanities, in
a CNN.com report. There is a $1,000 reward
being offered for the return of the "Climbing
Pandas" sculpture, which was stolen on July
24.
"Whoever has stolen the panda will want
to show it off and someone will see it," Capt.
William Manning of the Metropolitan Police
Department's detective division stated in an
ABC Channel 7 report.
Officers in the D.C. Metropolitan Police
Department are looking to file charges against
anyone found responsible for the theft or vandalism of the statues. However, Yann Doignon,
progran1 associate for the D.C. Commission on
the Alts and Humanities, said that there are
complications with catching the vandals.
"It's pretty hard to stop the vandalism.

allowed to reenter the school's studios, as they were barred
the first few weeks of school for renovations.

Find out how
•
prisoners
are
using their
skills ...

Metro... A6

What are the
sounds of the
Mecca? See
Inside ...

Sudan
Leader a
No Show
BY KEVIN HARRIS
Nation & World Editor

Hours before a scheduled appearance at Howard
University's Blackburn Center,
the ambassador to the United
States for the Republic of Sudan
canceled.
Ambassador Khidir Haroun
A11med was an invited guest
to the forum "Crisis in Sudan:
A Forum," held in the East
Ballroom of the Blackburn
Center on Thursday. He was
to serve as a panelist alongside
Bill Fletcher, president of Tran
Africa Fonun, and Salih Booker,
executive director of Africa
Action.
"We are left without a very
important piece to this puzzle,"
said Robert Cummings, chairSee SUDAN, News A8
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•
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Royalty Welcomed in the College of Arts & Sciences
BY NICOLE REED
Contributing Writer

Howard Hosts Golf
Scholarship Classic
Howard will host its Annual
Golf Scholarship Classic on Oct.
8. Alumni, corporation sponsored teams, and others will
enter to compete in various golf
events for prizes and to have a
scholarship set up in their name.
The deadline to enter is Sept.
25. Howard University Alumni
Relations sponsors the event to
raise money for students and
increase alumni and corporate
support. A reception and Awards
Ceremony will follow the competition.

Howard Lecturer Receives
NATPE Grant
Howard University lecturer
Sowbhagyalakshmi Areke spent
her summer interning with local
NBC affiliate, WRC-'IV Channel
4, through her selection as a
grant recipient by the National
Association
of
Television
Program Executives' (NATPE)
Educational Foundation. The
organization awarded sLx college media educators across the
nation Faculty Development
Grants (FDG) that included an
internship, a $500 per week stipend for six weeks, a one-year
NATPE men1bership, and an
invitation to the foundation's
annual conference in Las Vegas.

Enrollment Management
Holds Fall Open House
Perspective Bison \vill come
closer to determining whether
Howard is for them on Saturday
at the Fall Open House. Hosted
by Enrollment Management/
Admissions, the program will
advise interested students on the
admissions process, discuss life
and opportunities at Howard,
and address questions and concerns of parents and students.
Fa11 Open House will also highlight ways to finance college,
present a student panel, have
performances by student organizations, and offer the choice
of a campus tour or purchasing
tickets to attend Howard's football game.

SEPTEMBER 2 1, 2004

Arts and Sciences students participated in their local school pageant
on Thursday evening. With free
drinks and a DJ, the crowd did not
mind the show's thirty-minute delay.

The music of DJ Premonition blared
over the speakers to meet students as
they made their way to the Blackburn
Ballroo1n for "A Tropical Night in
Paradise: Mr. & Miss Arts and Sciences
Pageant."
On Thursday night, Phillip Murray
and Crystal Bailey received their crowns
as the new Mr. and Miss College of Arts
& Sciences. The contestants showcased
their talents along with eight other ladies
and five other gentle1nen, who competed
for the title in front of their peers and a
panel of judges.
The event began before the doors
opened, with con1plimentary food
being served in the Hilltop Lounge of
Blackburn. The spread included fried
fish, baked beans and grilled hot dogs
and hamburgers. As students entered
the ballroom, they were greeted \vith leis
of all colors to set the Hawaiian-themed
mood of the evening.
Beginning nearly 30 minutes late,
the main event opened with a soulful
rendition of "Lift Every Voice and Sing,"
which was delivered by three members of
Devine Intelligent and Versatile Artists,
Inc. (D.l.V.A.).
The contestants revealed themselves

to the audience as they danced down
the aisles to Hawaiian music toward
the stage in colorful tropical attire. The
opening number was precisely executed
and excited the crowd for what was to
come.
Mr. and Miss College of Arts and
Sciences 2003, Samuel Roberson and
Amanda Lewis, served as the Master and
Mistress of Ceremony for the evening.
They entertained the crowd between the
contestants' performances.
Among the audience favorites were
Crystal Bailey's interpretive dance, Odiri
Dafe's rendition of the Heatwave ballad "Always and Forever," and Murray's
Howard-inspired version of the Jadakiss
hit song "\Vhy?"
"My favorite part was the talent
portion because it gave contestants the
opportunity to show that talent comes
in different degrees," said sophomore
broadcast journalism major Jabari
Smith.
During the evening wear segment,
the participants graced the stage in their
evening's best. The ladies wore many
beautiful gowns decorated with sequins
and rhinestones, while the men wore
black, grey or white suits and tuxedoes
with colorful accessories.
As the participants announced their
platforms, topics ranged from helping to

stop the spread of AIDS in Africa, connecting Howard with the surrounding
community, restoring the status of the
black family and community, and updating Howard's facilities.
After an intermission, only eight
contestants proceeded to the questionand-answer portion, which gave the
judges more insight into the minds of
the participants.
Murray was asked which of Howard's
core values he held dearest to his heart
and how he would incorporate them if
he were chosen as the winner. Murray
said that he holds service closest to him.
"I did not get here by myself, and I
want to give back all that has been given
to me," he responded.
After another brief intermission,
Roberson and Lewis took their final walk
as Mr. and Miss Arts and Sciences, after
which the results were announced.
For the ladies, third runner-up was
Simone Jenkins, second runner-up was
Christetta K. Stone and first runner-up
was Megan Weaver.
For the men, third runner-up was
Ha1i Williams, second runner-up was
Byron Hughes, and first runner-up was
Ashford Thomas.
•
With much applause and cheering,
See PAGEANT, News A4

Howard's Visitation Rules Put Against Other Schools
BY AYESHA RASCOE

would not work at all universities.
Hilltop Staff Writer
Another area university, Georgetown,
is also lenient \vith its visitation pracAlthough visitation for Howard stu- tices.
dents began last week at many dorms on
According to the Georgetown Student
campus, some students question the reg- Handbook, students are allowed to use
ulations of the current visitation policy their own judgment about what time it
and whether it is necessary.
is appropriate for them to have guests, as
At places of higher learning, some long as their roommate agrees. Guests
policies are more lax than Howard's, can stay in the dorm for up to three
while others are stricter.
nights.
American University falls into the
Unlike American, guests must show
more lax side of the continuum.
identification and sign a guestbook to
"We are completely and 106 percent receive access to the dorm.
open to anyone," said Rick Treter, assoAt Howard, the visitation policy
ciate director of Housing and Dining is more comparable to the policies of
Programs at American. According to Georgetown, but has more restrictions.
Tia Coodwn·,,.lf PholographnTreter, students can have as many guests Guests are required to be signed in by
as they please at any time in their dorm a host, and both the host and guest HOWard'S visitation may not match American University's completely
room, as long as their roommate does must leave their identification with the open atmosphere, with no required guest check-in, but It is closer to
not object. There is no sign-in proce- dorm attendant. Also, Sunday through Georgetown's policies, whose visitation requires check-in as guest are
dure, and guests do not have to show Thursday, visitation begins at 12 p.m. allowed to stay for three days at a time in any dorm.
identification.
and ends at midnight. On Fridays and
measures, terrorist attacks, and memAccording to Treter, this policy has Saturdays, visitation is extended until safe.
..We're not a gated community," bers of the Howard community and surworked well for American. He noted that 2:00 a.m.
rounding areas who could prey on young
Gibbs
said.
w
lt's
imperative
that
there
the university has not had many safety
Charles Gibbs, dean of Residence
students as some of the reasons that the
issues \vith this program. However, he Life at Howard, feels that these mea- are security measures in place. What
said he could understand why this policy sures are necessary to keep the campus other schools do, we can't do."
See VISITATION, News A9
Gibbs cited heightened security

Sickle Cell Awareness Month Lacks Promotion
n1} aunt was always in the hospital, and son1ehow, the trait
was passed on to my brother
Sickle cell 1nostly affects the but not the rest of my mother's
African-American community, [children]. He was sick often as
which bas been depicted on the a young child, in and out of the
new sickle cell stamp issued this hospital," Fox said.
year by the U.S. Postal Service.
Sickle cell disease is an
Each year 1,000 babies are inherited blood disorder that
born with a form of sickle cell causes red blood cells to form in
in the United States. One out asickleshape. This shape makes
of every 400 African-American it difficult for the blood cells to
babies is born with the blood pass oxygen to one another.
disorder, and even more are
For people like Fox, sickborn \vith the sickle cell trait. le cell awareness is not limApproximately two million ited to the month of September.
Americans carry the trait.
The purpose of Sickle Cell
Britney Fox, a sophomore Awareness Month is to teach
nursing major, understands the the n:ltion about the genetic
importance of informing the disease and prevention methpublic about the characteris- ods. However, many Howard
tics and dangers of sickle cell students are unaware that the
disease.
awareness month even exists.
"[Sickle cell disease] affectThe Sickle Cell Disease
ed my family greatly because Association of .\merica, Inc.
BY AYESHA SMITH
Cuntriouting Wnter

(SCDAA) created Sickle Cell
Awareness Month in 1975 when
the association began holding
month-long events to increase
the awareness and prevention
of sickle cell disease.
The events included educational programs, as well as
fund-raising activities. In 1983,
Sickle Cell Awareness Month
was recognized nationally, after
the House of Representatives
unanin1ously passed the resolution introduced by the
Congressional Black Caucus.
Some students feel that the
blood disorder is not a serious
concern because of its minimal
coverage compared to HIV/
AIDS or cancer.
"People don't care about
sickle cell disease," said
sophomore biology major
Nkcm~konam
Egolum.
According to Egolum. the media

does not give sickle cell dise<ise
adequate coverage.
Despite the dominance of
sickle cell disease in the Black
community, Howard does not
have any events planned to
highlight the dangers of the disease during the n1onth.
"Howard needs to step
their game up," said sophomore
political science major Shandha
Louis. wwe just don't have
[health) facilities that cater to
the students. I don't even go to
the health center when I'm sick,
let alone pick up a pamphlet,"
Howard students feel that
Sickle Cell Awareness Month
should be promoted on campus.
Courtney Hurlson, a freshman sports medicine major,
wants to see the AfricanAmcrican community make an
effort to learn about the dis-

cases that disproportionately
affect them.
I think that [sickle cell disease] should be n1ore understood," she said. W
it's usually
all the other cultures that know
about it."
Although Howard houses the Center for Sickle Cell
Disease, some students feel it
should host more events, such
as a blood drive or fund-raising
event.
<\t press time. no University
official was available for comment.
For more inforination on
sickle cell, students can visit the
website of Sickle Cell Disease
Association of America, Inc. at
ww\v.sicklecel ldisease.org
or call the Howard University
Center for Sickle Cell Disease
located on Georgia .\venue at
(202) 806-7930.

How do you feel about students patrolling other students
through Bison Watch?

Dominique Charles
Junior
Accounting

Saphya Jenkins
Freshman
Nutrional Science

Jan1ila Francis
Senior
Fashion 1\-lerchandising

Shayla Carson
Senior
Graphic Design

"It's a good idea because it makes
the donns safer but you end up being

"It's a good idea. They really protect the
students from possible danger."

"I think it's a plus to have students

"Ya ·11 better watch out becau:;e you

working \Vith campus security so that
campus police can ha\ e a student
pers pee ti ve."

never know. I might be watching you."

viewed by peers as a rat just for doing
your job. That's why I had to quit."

A4 CAMPUS
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tudent Leadership \\Teck
'The Po,ver to Choose··

ebatc/Speak-Out on

. Campus Calendar
-

Classes suspcnOcCI frotn

·c rnnge
5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Ralph Bunche Center for

Int'l. Affairs

I 0 a.m. 1 p.m.
Crun1ton Auditoriun1

"Soul City"
. 5:30 p.m. - 7 p.n1.

221 ' Sixth Street

HU Bookstore

Stud1:nt Leadership \Vcck
''Leadership is PO\\ er"
\\edncsday Night Live

Student Leadership \Vcck
"The Pow·er of Fellowship"
Discussion on Service and
Honor Fraternities
7 p.n1.
Reading Lounge

Bookstore Appearances
Wanda Sykes
'
"Yeah, I Said It"
.4 p.m. 6 p.m.
11 ll Bookstore

"lection 2004

p.111
lackbtn n D1g1ta I
uditorium

The
Precariousness
of a College MisEducation
BY SHARA 0. TAYLOR
Campus/Online Editor

I

I
I

It

Barely a month into my
senior year, I have already been
inundated with questions about
my post-graduation plans.
Can I pass one mid-term
before I sign on the dotted
line of my life? Can I survive
Homecoming 2004 first?
I understand the importance
and urgency to obtain a degree
that validates the four years that
I have spent in an institution of
higher education. But, what I
don't understand is why some
people are overzealous about
leaving this place and taking on
the responsibility of paying bills
and dealing with demanding
bosses.
Don't rush me.
I'm 21-years-old, and I refuse
to believe I will be condemned if
I haven't solidified my life plans
by the end of this semester (or
even by the end of this school
year).
For most students, life
beyond the undergrad scheme
presents one of two options.
Either find a job, or go to
graduate school.
Neither of these choices
moves me.
Don't get me wrong. I know
that working is a necessity (if
you plan to stay above water)
and that more education could
potentially add to your value as
an employee.
This is the beautiful conundrum that has kept the world
turning at a steady rhythm for
thousands of years, but I don't
care to take part in it (at least not
at this exact moment).
Unlike many of my peers, I
don't feel the rush they seem to
feel as we make our forays into
adulthood.
The bills. The responsibilities. The work. The freedom.
Ah, yes. I will have the freedom to take my responsibilities
seriously enough to work so that
I will be able to pay my bills.
Are you excited yet? I didn't
think so.
For nearly four years, I have
been convincing myself that
Howard is preparing me for the
freedom that awaits me on the
other side of the stage.
Bunkum.
Howard hasn't educated me.
I've done that for myself.
Howard hasn't told me the
career path I should take, but
they have laid the necessary
foundation for me to find success in whatever I do.
Nonetheless, I still haven't
figured out this career maze.
I'm lost. I'm confused. I'm
happy.
Is this a bad thing?
No. It just means that I'1n
trying to keep my options open
so that the letters on my degree
will not pigeonhole me into an
industry for which I carry no
fire.
I'm a marketing major with
a passion for journalism. Go
figure.
I realize that people mean
no harm when they ask me these
things.
Even so, the next time I am
confronted with this question,
I will kindly reply, "You didn't
read my column, did you?"

Shara D. Taylor is taking
an alternate route to class today
to avoid anybody who may
question her about her future
plans. If you need to contact
her, she may be reached at
sharaoncampus@hotmail.com.

~cdnesday. Sept.

22, 2004

6:45 p.n1.
Rankin Me1norial Chapel

tudent Leadership \\leek
'Leadership is Po\vcr..
tudent Organization Fait"
1 a.m. - 3 p.m.
lackburn Ballroom

ison Abroad
tudy Abroad lnfonnation

Thursday, Sept. 23, 2004
Bookstore Appearance

Cornet \Vest
"Oc1nocracy Matters"

12:30 p.m. I :30 p.1n.
I llJ Bookstore

. ·

Sunday, Sept. 26, 2004

Student Leadership \Vcek
..The PO\\ er to Serve"
Ca11 to Chapel
11 a.n1.
Andre\v Rankin Me1norial
Chapel

Friday, Sept. 24, 2004

137\b Opening Convocation
Guest Speaker Stanley
O'Ncal
11 a.m.

The Ca111pus Calendar
is published 11-'eekly.
S11b111issiu11sfor Vniversilyrecogni:ed organizations
should be sub111it1ed to

sharao11ca111pus@llotmail.
co111 110 It ter than F. iday,
Sept. 2 J, 20()4 bv 12 p.1n to
appear i11 the next Ca111pus
Calendar i11 the Sept. 28
fa sue.

Women's Council Introduces Know Your University:
Blackburn Center
Themselves to Class of 2008
BY LAUREN STEPHENS
Hill/top Staff Writer

The Howard University
chapter of the National Council
of Negro Women (NCNW) sponsored a meet and greet for freshmen won1en in the Quad on
Sunday as an effort to introduce
the organization to the Class of
2008.
"'Ve are trying to get freshmen women interested and
involved in the organization and
actually give them the opportunity to meet the executive board,"
said NCNW programs director
Jacquelyne Porter. "We also
wanted to give them a chance:
to ask questions about anything
that they want to know."
Started in 1935 by activist and educator Mary McLeod
Bethune, the non-profit organization is geared towards helping
the African-American community.
"The mission of the organization is the betterment of
African-American women, their
families, and their communi·
ties. So everything that NCNW
does on the national level and
on the campus level is to promote that mission," said Lovely
Washington, president of the
Howard Chapter ofNCNW.
After introducing themselves, the executive board
members discussed the events
and programs scheduled for
this year, including a voter n·gistration drive, voter awarenC'ss
seminar and the Wellness Club,
which will encourage members
to maintain healthy lifestyles
and offer nutrition and exercise
tips at monthly meetings.
The first event, Skin Deep,
will feature African-American
women who own their own
businesses that focus on beauty.
The panelists will offer hair and
skin care tips for the African-

ity to bring together the living
Contributing Writer
and learning experiences of the
entire academic community•
\Valking through the double students, facull), staff, alumni
doors of the Blackburn Center and friends," according to the
never ceases to tantalize the progra1n from the dedication
senses. Eyes catch a glimpse ceremony of the Armour J.
of history. Ears hear the edu- Blackburn University Center.
The vision for this multicated conversations of today's
scholars. The nose exi>eriences purpose building came from
the aroma of fried chicken and educator Armour J. Blackburn.
French fries, and the mouth Blackburn received his A.B.
tastes the sweetness of can- degree from Howard University
died yams and Chik-fil-A sand- in i926 and his master's and docwiches. Students' hands shake torate degrees from Columbia
the hands of famous authors or University.
touch the bricks of a legacy. The
For 30 years, he served
gratification of the five senses Howard as a field agent for the
can be achieved in the Armour University, lecturer in education
~nd director of student acti\;ties
J. Blackburn University Cenkr.
"Our University center and admissions.
However,
Blackburn
serves as the living room of the
campus," said Roberta McLeod, was best known for his posidirector of the Blackburn tion as Howard's first Dean of
Center.
Students.
He was also very active in
After being hired in i980
as associate director, and being the community and held mempromoted to director three bership in over 25 professional
months later, McLeod was asked and civic organizations.
Blackburn initiated and
to create an environment where
developed plans for a student
students could feel at home.
Today, the Blackburn Center center that would bring together
provides students with leisure all membt:rs of the Howard comactivities, dining and lounging munity. Although Blackburn
facilities and cultural programs. died in 1970, the building he
Blackburn also hosts various envisioned was completed and
conferences for University orga- dedicated to him in 1979.
nizations and outside patrons,
"He selected this site. It was
both during the school year and his dream that this building be
built on this site," McLeod said.
the summer months.
The former dining hall and "It is the bridge between the
home economics building was '·ommunity and the University."
reconstn1cted to design a ··fncilBY ANDREA J. HILL
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The Howard chapter of the National Council of Negro Women
gives freshmen women their planned activities for the year.

American woman.
For the freshmen who
were in attendance, they were
impressed by the information
they were presented with, and
many planned to attend the first
general body meeting on Sept.
20.
kI think its going to be a cool
organization to be a part of. I
am definitely going to go to the
meeting and learn more about
it," said freshman journalism
major Caryn Grant.
Other freshmen who were in
attendance have high expectations of the opportunities that
being a member of NCNW will
afford them.
"I think this will be a great
wav to meet new people. As a
freshman, you don't really know
about a lot of things going on
[around] campus. This is a way
to get connected and network,"
said freshman biology major
Jasmine Gossett.
For the upperclassmen, like
Washington, who have been
members since they started at
Howard, the organization has
afforded them with many networking opportunities.
·~ieettng
and knowing

women of color who have the
same goals and want to accomplish something for the better1nent of the community and
the race has been my biggest
reward," 'Vasbington said.
The first meeting served as a
membership drive and a way for
the chapter to increase from the
149 members they had last year
with women who sha;·e the same
ideals the organization upholds
and committed to being active
for the whole year.
"We hope to get new members that are motivated by our
purpose, and people who want
to participate in the programs,
and actually bring in different
ideas and other members ... and
people who want to stay because
a lot of times we have a big group
for the fall semester and then
when spring semester comes
around we have only half of the
group," Porter said.
In addition to the first general meeting, membership drives
will be held in the Blackburn
Center, where potential n1embers can sign up and get more
information about the organization.

Jordon C'olt1<·rt· \Ml. Pholo F<!llor

Since its conception, the Blackburn Center has served as
the hub of student life.

Murray, Bailey Win
ebrated Murray's ,;ctory. "I am
Murray and Bailey were crowned glad to see that Phillip Murray
and took their first walk together won. He is truly the right man
for the job," he said.
under their new titles.
Pageant coordinator Isha
Overall, students enjoyed
themselves, although son1e felt Sharpe was very pleased with
the two-hour affair was lengthy. the outcome of the event.
"I am proud of the contesSophomore Erika Houser felt
that the show was nice and tants. They worked very hard,"
could tell that the event was she said. Sharpe also appreciates the work put in by her staff
well-planned.
Contestant Jamar Dowdy, members. "I feel it was a good
Jr. said the pageant was a fun opportunity for food, dance, and
experience that he "wouldn't a good time."
change for the world." Not only
did he have the chance to participate with four of his friends,
"I am glad to see
but he met new people and was
that Phillip Murray
able to share in the glory of his
line brother, Murray, both of
won. He is truly the
whom are members of Alpha
right manfor the ·
Phi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
job."
Junior electrical engineer-Andre Levy, electrical
ing major Andre Levy, along
engineering
with the Campus Pals, also eelPAGEANT, from Campus A2

Morgan State University

Texns Southern

FloridaA&M

University
l\1organ Statl' University
has been forC'ed to con' crt
lounges and other makeshift
roo1ns into donn rooms due to
an inflated freshman enrollment. Some of tht.• lounges
house up to four students and
ltave only one phone line, one
cable line, and no closet.
~1SU ad1nittl'd more than
1.500 new studenl!i this year,
making it the largest freshman
class in the school's history.
Because of the oYcrcrowding.
some freslnnen have been
placed in uppcrclassn1cn
dorms or have opted to s ck
off can1pus housing.

PBS and NPR host Tavis
Smilev donated $1 million to
the ~onununications school
, t T •xas Southern l nive1 it).
The 1noncy was given on the
san1e day the school dedicated the new $s.4 million
Ta\ is Smiky Centl•r for ~tcdia
Studies. TSU officials hope
that the center will promote
n1ore diversity in Americ.1's
n1cdia field. The center is
scheduled for completion in
November and will house the
KTSU studio, as well as its
journahsm progran1s.

Two people were found
dead Tuesday in an abandont.>d
car in Tallahassee. Fla. ,Jamila
Byers, n 21-year-old Florida
\&.1\1 senior educ.1hon 1nu.ior,
.tnd Bryan K. D) son, a pitbull breeder and l.1ndsc.1pcr,
\\ere shot to death and left
in a blaek Honda. Frit•nds
and fan1ily of the two. vidim-;
were shocked to receive nt>wc;
of their dl.!aths. Both Byers
and Dyson were described as
friendly and loving people. No
motive has been determined,
and no arrests have been
made.
-Compiled by Sltara
Tuy/or
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Expect more.
As a top U;S. investment bank, Banc of America Securities has achieved one
of the largest market share gains on Wall Street. Today we continue to build
leadership through our innovative thinking, financial power and integrated
banking model. Are you looking for greater visibility and impact? We have a
compelling story. Come learn more.

Howard University Presentation
Corporate & Investment Banking, and Capital Markets
Wednesday, October 6, 2004
6:00 p.m. - SB Student Lounge

•

Banc of America

Securitie~Higher Standards

Largest market share gain based on data as of 12 months ending 9/30/03. The information herein and all dollar amounts are based on Banc of America Securities internal data.
Banc of America Securities, LLC, member NYSE/NASD/SIPC, is a subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation © 2004. Equal Opportunity Employer
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Prisoners Put Hands to Good Use at Arts Show
BY ROBIN WILLIAMS
Contributing Writer

Howard Alum
Campaigns
for ANC ReElection
BY RACHAEL WADE
Contributing Writer

Jarvis Houston comes into
Starbucks hastily. With a schedule like his, it's easy to understand why he's in a rush. He has
on a suit and tie and just came
from a meeting and is on the
verge of fulfilling another obligation: an interview. He takes
his seat and in moments he's all
fired up and ready.
"There are no politics like
local politics," he said, stressing
the importance of student activity in politics. Houston, who has
an incredible background in
politics, does not take this statement lightly.
He is running for re-election as Advisory Neighborhood
Commissions (ANC) representative in \Vard 1Bo5. A graduate of Howard University and
currently the Coordinator of
Special Events for People For
the American Way Foundation
in Washington D.C., Houston
makes time to campaign for reelection while traveling between
six states visiting various colleges, high schools and community organizations to make sure
that their votes are "not cast but
counted."
Houston sinks low in his
chair. He is searching for the
best way to deliver his message
effectively. '"Being an ANC representative is about building
relationships in the community,
in order to help the community
and allow people to become more
politically involved. Howard
University students alone, could
change the outcome of the ANC
Nov. 2 election if everyone voted
because there are thousands of
students," Houston said.
Much of his existing knowledge of politics came fron1 his
experience as ANC representative, working with the Howard
University Student Association
(HUSA) as the Political Action
Coordinator,
working on
Alderman campaigns in Chicago
and city council campaigns in
the District.
Ile claims it was difficult
meeting the requirement of the
ANC representative while fulfilling his duties as a student,
plus more, the first time he was
elected. However, he is prepared
to take on the challenges that
come with being the representative for this year.
"This year I would like to
work on improving education in
the D.C. school system, establish
a better HU-DC community connection, work with the Meridian
Hill Park Preservation Society
for affordable housing and have
neighborhood clean up days,"
he said.
Currently, Houston is promoting the Political Action
Committee, a program that will
allow Howard University students to have a real connection
with the people of the local community. He is also promoting
his theme for this election year:
"Visible Impact is Back!" Visible
Impact was his theme last time
he was elected.
Houston is not afraid to get
involved with the community.
"I go from door to door talking
to various people in the community as well as senior citizen
homes to alert people on the
importance of voting in order to
improve their com1nunity," he
said. Later, after he said all there
is to say, he tucks in his tie, and
heads out the door. He has business to take care of.

Last Saturday, the New
York Avenue Presbyterian
Church hosted an arts and
crafts exhibit put on by the
Prisons Foundation, National
Endown1ent for the Arts. The
Prisons Foundation is a nonprofit organization dedicated to
promoting education and the
arts behind bars and alternatives to incarceration.
Also supporting the exhibit
was the D.C. Commission on
the Arts and Humanities. The
church served as a museum that
enabled the works of prisoners
from multiple institutions to
showcase their talents to the
D.C. area. The show displayed
ex-inmate musical talents as
well as the arts and crafts and
musical talents of current prisoners.
This free exhibit allowed
the prisoners to put their art
on display with hopes of selling some of their pieces to
the public. Proceeds from all
sales in this exhibit are split
between the artists themselves
and charitable organizations
such as Arts Behind Bars, Inc.
and the Prisoners Foundation
which aid in helping inmates
connect with the outside world
while providing an outlet for
their artistic energy.
Wallace Kirby, a representative for Reach, an ex-offender support organization that
strongly supports the exhibit,
said "(Art] is an essential vehicle of tension for the inmates. It
serves as a survival or navigating tool for them, but unfortunately, a majority of the time,
they are not supported." Kirby,
who served time in prison,
was among many individuals
who attended the exhibit and
reflected on the importance of
art and other positive outlets
for inmates while incarcerated.
One major supporter of the
exhibit, who was the speaker in
the opening ceremony. is Kurt

Schmoke, Dean of the Howard
University School of Law.
During the opening ceremony,
Schrnoke gave a speech on the
importance of the art show and
set the tone for the show.
Among many other organizations that supported the
exhibit, was RAP, Inc., an association whose name is an acronym for Regional Addiction
Production. This organization
helps inmates recover and rehabilitate themselves from substance abuse while in prison as
well as when they are released.
"Vve support the art behind bars
exhibit and Prisons Foundation
greatly,'1 says Wesley WalkerBey, a representative for RAP,
Inc.
Arts Behind Bars, Inc., a
key non-profit corporation in
thr development of the show,
was started in 1994 by Lynne
Vantriglia in Key West, Fla.
This organization was set up to it, a person may
give inmates an opportunity to observe the common
"contribute to society through themes and probable
the donation of artwork." inspirations behind
Stemming from Florida, where the works of art.
many events were planned to Seeing several paintcelebrate 10 years of support- ings and drawings of
ranging
ing the art of inmates, Arts celebrities
Behind Bars moved the show from Destiny's Child
to D.C. because of Hurricane and Alicia Keys to
Ivan. "We were scared out of Bob Marley as well
Key West because of the hur- as animals, scenerricane," Vantriglia said. "But ies and drawings of
more than $so,ooo has been social icons such as
raised for several non-profit Malcolm X and Martin
organizations and since it is our Luther King, Jr., it was evi10th anniversary, we wanted to dent that power, respect and
thoughts of tranquil sceneries
do it big."
The current exhibit is the were the vibes that the artists
most recognized, but there are were trying to convey to their
many other fundraising events audience.
Paintings of religious figto which the artwork accumulated through this program has ures such as Mary and baby
been showcased, such as AIDS Jesus revealed a strong sense
Help, Center for the Vulnerable of faith, while other works of
Child, Metropolitan Community art, such as paintings done of
Church, and several others. Mona Lisa behind bars, gave an
Arts Behind Bars participants in depth view of the inside feelhave also been responsible for ings of the artists which often
creating numerous hand-paint- times exposed a strong sense of
ed baby quilts for donation to captivity.
The public reaction to the
ABC Quilts, an organization for
exhibit was positive with numerbabies with AIDS.
Walking around the exhib- ous people pouring in and out

of the church
throughout
the
day. Several people bought numbers of artwork.
Some individuals
enjoyed the work
so much that they
requested the contact information A woman peruses through artwork creof several inmates ated by former and current prisoners at
in order to reach this year's art show.
them to comment
on their art. Many
Marsha Scott, representative
people came with
groups from their companies to of Scott & \Vandura Company.
support the art. "My organiza- Scott also went on to express
tion supports outside art work her plans to purchase some
and I think the art work in of the artwork and to attend
the exhibit is wonderful," says exhibits in the future.

D.C. Charter Schools Offer Education Options
BY AMBER ENGLISH
Contributing Writer

The National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP)
standardized
test scores
revealed that only six percent of
fourth graders in the District of
Columbia performed at a proficient level in math and science. Teachers and staff at E.L.
Haynes Public Charter School
hope to make that percentage
higher.
E.L Haynes boasts a math
and science intensive curriculum, and is one of four new
charter schools opening in the
District this fall. In addition to
the focus on math and science,
E.L. Haynes works on a modified school year. Students are
irr school for a total of 47 weeks
a year with two to three week
breaks between every quarter.
J enny Niles, principal of E.L.
Haynes, said that shorter summers have been proven to keep
kids from losing all of the information of the previous school
year.
"E.L. Haynes is chartered
for pre-kindergarten through

12th grade, so students will Fi1r--,.,_.t.--~-n~i'Tr":r,
have an equivalent of three
':'ft!..t~~~
more years of schooling if they
choose to attend all 14 years,"
Niles said of the benefits stu.,,.,
dents will have by attending
E.L. Haynes.
William E. Doar Jr. Public
Charter School also opened
its doors this fall. William E.
Doar Jr. will eventually serve
kids from pre-kindergarten to
fifth grade as a performing arts
school.
'"Not only have performing arts educational programs
shown an increase in performance on standardized tests,"
said Julie Doar-Sinkfield,
principal of William E. Doar
Jr., "but [performing arts programs] also give students a
boost in both their confidence
J ord.i.n t•olht-11.·
Photo Editor
and public speaking skills."
Numerous charter schools
Thi third charter school opened in the District this fall.
scheduled to open this fall
focuses on educating the child
of its students, recognizing that
both academically and socialthe social-emotional needs of
ly. Two Rivers Public Charter
children affect their education.
School will use a hands-on, projTo serve the needs of the
ect-based educational model many bilingual families of
that is conducive to interactive D.C., the District of Columbia
learning. 1\vo Rivers will also
Bilingual Public Charter School
focus on building the character

-.. ...

\~U.

will provide opportunities to
students and parents seeking a
bilingual educational environment. The D.C. Bilingual Public
Charter School will use the
knowledge of its parent organization, the Calvary Multicultural
Learning Center, to foster cultural literacy and respect.
A fifth school was scheduled
to open this fall, but its opening is postponed until 2005.
The WSVA AutoArts Academy
Public Charter School will serve
high school students with both
academic and vocational choices. Erica Horino, administrative director for the AutoArts
Academy, said that the advantages of the AutoArts Academy
lie in the multiple pathways to
completion.
"Students who choose [the
auto body program] will graduate with Auto Service Excellence
(ASE) certification," Horino
said. Students also have the
opportunity to engage in a visual arts program, but both programs include a full academic
curriculum.
According to Ilorino, the
AutoArts Academy seeks to
reach both special needs stu-

dents and at-risk students. "The
AutoArts Academy's goal is to
create a stimulated arts-infused
learning community and to
provide employment training,
integrated projects and an artsinfused curriculum," Hori no
said. "Our teachers attempt to
bring arts into evel") aspect of
the classroo1n."
These five schools will
add to over 20 charter schools
currently open in the District.
Nona Richardson, communications manager for the D.C.
Public Charter School Board,
believes that the new charter
schools will provide son1ething
to the comn1unity that is needed. "[The school board] still
has hundreds of children on
the waiting list, and the school
board is confident that these
schools will provide what they
intend to."
Howard University will
open a public charter school
of its own nex"t fall. According
to Richardson, the Howard
University Middle School
of Math and Science Public
Charter School is one of the
many efforts to strengthen the
LeDroit Park neighborhood.

Metro Calendar
uesc ay - Septe1n er 21st
.
•
Grand Opening of the National Museum of the American Indian on the National Mall. FREE
'vVe nesc ay - Septc1nber 22nd :

·

Go to Jillians, a dining and entertainment megaplex with a video cafe, billiards lounge, bowling lanes, dance club and game room, at 7000
Arundel Mills. Under 18 must be accompained by an adult, and at 9 p.m., you must be 21 and over.
n ay - epte1n er 24th :. ·
. .
. .
When We Were Colored: U Street, the Black Broadway Tour. A walking cultural tour of U Street meets at Sisterpace and Books on U
Street and is $10 for students.
aturc ay - Septe1n Jer 25th
Frances, the Mule Retirement Pary - Mule, that has served C&O Canal for 20 years, is retiring! Bid the friendly mule farewell from 12 p.m.2 p.m. ~t the C&O Canal Visitor Center at 1057 Thomas Jefferson Street. FREE
.
Sunc ay - Septe1nber 26th
.
.
Gospel Brunch at the Concoran Gallery of Art, ongoing. It's $23.95, and starts at 10:30 a.m. Call 202-639-1786
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RESTA URANT, from A 1

rodents in the past," he said.
In the past two years, restaurants like Howard China, on
2827 Georgia Avenue, have
been closed b} the Department
of Health for several code violations. Howard China was shut
down in 2003 for several sanitation problems and fined $t,ooo
for rodent issues. Popular
Jamaicaneatery,Negril, wasshut
down on Aug. 10 for "evidence of
rodents inside of establishment"
and "uncovered and unprotected
food on display" according to the
Departn1ent of Health report.
There are mixed feelings about
the safety standards of popular Georgia Avenue restaurants,
and many people are concerned
with sanitation problems.
"I
can
deal
with the plumbing problems in
restaurants because it can be
fixed, but rodents are a different issue," said junior chemistry major Delana Brundage.
Brundage said she rarely eats on
the Georgia Avenue strip but she
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takes advantage of her dining
dollars and meal plan instead.
Sophomore print journalism major Vincent Sherry has
a strong opinion on the quality and appearance of Howard
China. "I have never eaten at
any of those places because the
appearance is rather unpleasant. It's dilapidated and needs
to be renovated," he said.
Students like sophomore
psychology major Simone Glenn
think differently of Howard
China. "I think it is somewhere
to go late at night when you're
hungry, because most of the
other restaurants close too
early," she said.
The Center for Disease
Control estimates that bacteria
causes between 6.5 mil1ion and
33 million illnesses per year.
September has been designated
as National Food Safety month.
Those interested in tips for
keeping their food safe can visit
www.dchealth.dc.gov.

\I•.)• Glll..iOJm.'-'nlor l'hoe:o f.dllclf'

Students may begin to rethink eating at popular Georgia Avenue restaurants like the ones

pl~tured

above.

D.C. Bids Adieu to Sculptures Refuge Plans to Save Students
PANDAS, from A 1

Because we have 150 statues
all over the city, we can't put
a guard at every site," he said.
"Soon we will be taking the
statues off of the streets and
starting to clean them for the
auction."
Son1e ot the statues have
already been moved to the
"Panda Hospital", located on
Pennsylvania Avenue, between
20 and 21 Avenues inside the
mall area. This ten1porary location has been opened to house
more than 10 panda sculptures
that have recently been vandalized, and to avoid any further
damage to the pieces until they
are to be auctioned off.
Sin1ilar acts of crime have

been committed in other cities that have instituted co1nparable programs in the past,
such as New York and Chicago.
In 1999. when Chicago hosted
"Cows on Parade," cow statues
were vandalized, tipped over,
and stolen. However, this was
not seen as such a major problem in the \Vindy City.
"We had very minimal
vandalism [here in Chicago].
It wasn't a very big issue for
us, and when it occurred, we
fixed it," said Nathan Mason,
Curator of Special Art Projects
in the Public Arts Program
of Chicago's Department of
Cultural Affairs.
Despite acts of vandalism,
:Mason believes that such programs are very worthwhile.

"These types of displays are
entry level displays. If they do
motivate the city to become
more culturally active, they are
valuable."
Whether
the
D.C.
Commission on the Arts and
Humanities will showcase
future public art programs,
similar to "Pand~Iania" and
"Party Animals", will depend
on the success of the auction,
Doignon said. The auction will
take place on Oct. 9 at the
Marriott Wardman Park. All
proceeds from the event will
benefit the D.C. Commission
on the Arts and Humanties'
grant and art education program.

NO VOTE, from A 1

playing a game in which the
odds are against them.
The minister believes
that the democratic system is
"rigged," and it will continue
to thrive at the expense of the
Black race.
Refuge and his Anti-Vote
Coalition believe that every
president has the ability to uplift
the Black race and deal with the
many injustices, but not one
has tried to fix the wrongs. They
believe Blacks should stop vot-

c

man of the Department of
African Studies at Howard.
"We had hoped his presence
would add balance to today's
comments."
Some in attendance were
not surprised by the ambassador's absence and believe that,
given the potential for conflict,
he did the right thing by not
attending.
"The ambassador to Sudan
didn't come because his [reputation] and his government's
reputation are under siege in
America. He knew he would be
the one voice. from his government and probably was overwhelmed," said El-Hajj Marni'
Saalakhan, director of operations for the Peace and Justice
Foundation. "I regret he didn't
show, but I can understand why
he felt overwhelmed."
.
Despite the ambassador's
absence, the panelists proceeded with the forum and discussed ways to end the conflict
in Sudan. They were critical
of the international communi-

ty's actions thus far in dealing with the crisis and were
not moved by Secretary of State
Colin Powell's testimony before
Congress earlier this month, in
which he called the crisis genocide for the first time publicly.
"The solution to the problem in Dafur must be an African
solution. That's why the African
Union is so important," Fletcher
said. ~The U.S. should support
the African Union by providing
financial and logistical assistance."
Throughout the course of
the forum, the issue of race was
raised, and many participating
in the event had little doubt
that the response to the crisis
would have been different if it
had occurred in another region
of the world.
Saalakhan, who made a
televised statement before
the National Press Club in
Washington, D.C. last week
addressing the crisis in Sudan,
offered alternative views on the
entire issue. He did not serve on
ilie panel, but was at odds with
the views given by the panel-

\f1rlot1M
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The cancellation of Sudan Ambassador, Khidlr Haroun Ahmed
hours before the forum " Crisis in Sudan: A Forum," held in
the Blackburn Center on Thursday left planners of the event
disappointed.

However, all I can do is try.
Therefore, I'm going to vote.
We're damned if we do and if
we don't. At least if we do, we
stand a chance of saying, 'this
can't be right,'" Jones said. "But
if we don't, we don't even have
an argument."
For more information on
the No Vote Coalition, Prophet
Travis Refuge may be reached
at P.O. Box 90117, Washington,
DC 20090 or by email at
DontVote_1@hotmail.com.
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Sudan Ambassador a No
Show at Forum
SUDAN, from A 1

ing because there will be another person in office to further
mislead the African-American
community.
"I'm still voting," said
Jonathan Watkins, a junior
accounting major. "If he thinks
it's right, then I have nothing
against him telling people not
to."
Junior public relations
major Candace Jones believe
that if people decide not to vote,
they have lost their power in a
democratic society.
"He's probably right.

.n

ists.
"The crisis in Sudan is no
greater than the crisis in other
African nations," Saalakhan
said. "The crisis is actually less
in Sudan than in many other
African countries, so whv all the
focus on Sudan?"
Saalakhan made it clear
that he did not support the
Sudanese government, nor
would he call the situation in
Sudan genocide.
··weneithersupportSudan's
government, nor do we oppose
it," Saalakhan said. "Our position is completely neutral as
it pertains to the government,
and our concern is what can
we do as African-Americans to
help engineer peace, justice and
reconciliation in Sudan."
l\tany How.ird students in
attendance were also concerned
about what tl1ey could do to end
the crisis.
"What can you honestly
do?" asked senior management
major Lafayette Gaston. "I have
no idea for what can be done on
my part."
Gaston visited Cairo, Egypt
earlier this year and said he
came in contact with many of
the refugees. After witnessing
the situation firsthand. Gaston
said he is motivated to make a
change in the region, but has
struggled to find an outlet to do
so since returning to America.
However, Gaston is certain of
who he thinks is to blame for
the crisis.
"The entire international
community is to blame... the
whole system and mindset of
the world to say that those people aren't human enough to help
them," Gaston said. "They're all
to blame for creating the conditions for this to happen and for
not stopping it."
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HU's Caucasian Students Go From Majority to Minority
MINORITY, from Campus A 1

planned to attend Hampton University.
However, Cericola opted to pursue
a career as a doctor and minister at
Howard because of the better luition
rate and the opportunity to carry out
residencies at the Howard University
Hospital.
'Tm from South Africa, so I've been
under Black influence all my life,'' he
said, "I've never been the majorily,
so I'm staying in my comfort zone,"
continued Cericola, who came to the
United States 12 years ago and has been
residing in Brooklyn, N.Y.
"I haven't really been treated any
differently. For the most part, I feel I've
had a warm welcome," said Cericoln,
when asked about how he has adapted
to living in Washington, D.C. which is
known as "Chocolate City" for its high
African-American population.
"Before I got here, I expected that
some people would judge me wrong

and be unfriendly, but they're friendly
and outgoing," said Jillian Johnson, a
freshman health, human performance,
and leisure studies major. Johnson
said that he was persuaded to attend
Howard because of its prestige.
"I'm happy with the decision,
because it was my own," said Johnson,
who is from a predominately White and
Latino, middle class area of California.
She said that the transition "hasn't
been a big deal" and thal coming here
was not a shock because she is used to
diversity.
While HU students are fairly welcoming, not all non-black students feel
that they are given the same treatment
as their Black classmates. Even students who only give the appearance of
a different racial background find that
they are sometimes the victims of lessthan-ordinary treatment.
"A lot of people treat me Hnd of
strange, because they think I'm White,
but I'm really mixed with Black and

White. I always joke that whenever
I want people to know I'm Black, I
wear my hair in an afro," said sophomore Angel Terrier, whose major is
undecided.
"But when we got here, a lot of
people would say things that just
made me laugh," Terrier said. "A
friend told me that people used to
refer to me as 'the really, really, really light-skinned girl,' because they
didn't want to just say 'the white
girl.' Nobody ever treated me badly,
I could just tell everyone was being
careful about what they said."
Whether they feel comfortable
at HU or any other HBCU, it is
apparent that there are more whites
choosing to go fron1 1najority to
minority.

Does HU's Policy Stack Up
VISITATION, from Campus A2

current policy is necessary.
Gibbs, however, said he is open to loosening son1e of the restraints on older students, but
did note that same-sex, ex1:ended visitation is
available during Homecoming and holidays.
While some students at Howard may disagree with Gibbs on the need for a visitation
policy, other universities, particularly HBCUs,
have policies that are more rigorous.
Al Hampton University, for instance, the
upperclassmen are the only students allowed
to have co-educational visitation for the entire
year, according to Virginia Speight, assistant
dean of \Vomcn at Hampton. She said freshmen could have co-ed visitation only during the
second semester.
Also, Speight says that all students who are
eligible for visitation can have guests Friday
through Sunday. Visitation for students ends
at midnight on Friday and Saturday, and at 11
p.m. on Sunday, although these hours can be
lessened at the discretion of hall directors.
Kevin Sumner, a sophomore finance major
at Hampton, agrees with Speight.
"I think not having visitation all the time
keeps us focused,'' Sumner said. ··vou don't get

in as much trouble."
Some students at Howard feel thal both
Hampton and Howard's approaches to visitation are wrong.
"Stop treating us like kids," said freshman
computer engineering major Tolu Onibiyo. "\Ve
have the right to have visitors come see us anytime as young adults."
Other students feel that Howard probably
has good reasons for implementing its visitation policy.
"I think every student body is different,"
said Ine Ogagan, a junior political science
major. "It's dependant on the neighborhood,
student body, [and] past experiences. All those
factors go into visitation [rules]."
Gibbs also said that community directors
will work with people that want to have late
night study groups, but he had some advice for
those students who want longer visitation hours
for purely social reasons.

"Individuals that want to have people over
just because may want to look at other
[housing] options. At Howard, we have
limitations."

Jordan Colb<rt·Asst. Photo Editor

Whites students make up one percent of the student population at Howard.

Changes Cause Frustration
ARCHITECTURE, from
CampusA1

to be allowed into the studios
by Sept. 19. Studios were then
opened on Sunday, Sept. 12.
"The benefits we derive far
outweigh the inconvenience,
and in the end I think we all
will say it is worth it," Johnson
said. "With progress there are
inevitably some costs, and we
are trying to minimize those.
Though we were delayed, we
decided to go ahead and begin
now, as the first few weeks
work does not require drafting tables. Next year was not
an option."
After renovations and
walls were created with equipment inside, students were
given trash bags and asked to
clean up. With new partitions,
the interaction and atmosphere of the architecture
building will also be altered.
~we need some
time
to adjust," said t.laryanne
Mokoko, a second-year architecture major, whose desk was
not moved before renovations,

and is now lrapped inside the progress, though the timing
new walls of an office. "It's a makes it difficult to teach. It's
survival thing. As more of the been a disruption, but myself
work gets done, it is not as and other professors find ways
hard."
to take advantage and not let
Victor C.\'V. Dzidzienyo, the changes stand in the way
associate professor and direc- of teaching. It's the nature of
toroftheSchool ofArchitecture who we are as architects. We
and Design expressed that are flexible beings.··
construction would not take
Some students wonder
away from space, but was "an about the wisdom of installing
efficient reorganization of walls when they utilize supwhat we already have."
plies of years past.
"It's like we are nomads
"I will remember these
in our own building," said sec- desks for the rest of my life,"
ond-year architecture major said Sulain1an Almaroof, a
Chinyere Uku. "It's a mind- second-year architecture stuless maze, and now I have to dent. ~The equipment we have
search for upperclassmen and now, they had 30 years ago.
other students, as the parti- The funniest thing is this is
tions separate us. I find the supposed to be an architecture
walls very imposing. If I was a building."
professor, I wouldn't want to
The
renovated
and
be in those offices."
renamed C. David Moody
Though the period of Studios' grand opening is slatchange has left many students ed for October. Students with
flustered, somt! professors additional concerns can reach
have a different outlook.
Johnson at jj@scs.ho\vard.
MThis has been a long edu.
time coming," said associate
architecture professor Edward
Dunson. "I am happy to see the

ant to write for The Hillto
\!•) • (;1111ar11·Senlor Photo Editor

nte to our budget 01eeting
esdays at 7 p.01. on the Pia
Level of the West Towers.

Some arc hitecture students were displaced from their desks during renovations.
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The
Invisible Men
BY KEITH LAING
Life & Style Editor

Since more than two of
every th1 cc Lifelines readers are
female, this week let me talk to
the ladies.
When you say you're disgusted with Howard because of
the male/female ratio, I cringe.
When you say there's no hope
you'll ever find a man because
the ratio is a gazillion to one,
again I cringe. When you say
you would have been better off
at Spelman, because their allfe1nale campus is advertised, I
sigh.... and then I cringe.
But then, I step back and
think.
I wonder how I didn't notice
that I was the only man on campus, or close enough according
to your often repeated numbers.
I wonder when the male Bison
became an endangered species
and when I was going to be
herded into protective custody.
Upon closer inspection,
however, I realize that there
1nust not be many female inathen1atics majors on campus,
because the most recent numbers from the office of enrollment management (67 percent
to 33 percent) hardJy equal 17:1,
14:1 or even 6:1.
It equals roughly 2.35
women to every man. Isn't that a
lot more manageable ladies? It
may not be an ideal situation for
man hunting, but it's certainly a
more accurate portrayal of the
campus I have inhabited for Lhe
past three years.
Fellas, we have a lot of work
to do. \Ve definitely should not
applaud being outnumbered b)
the fairer sex. But 17:1 ladies?
Isn't that a bit much? By that
math, every 15 guys you see on
this campus doesn't count at
all.
As a Howard man, I am
offended by such numbers. Yes,
I have had classes in which I
was one of the only men, but I
also shouted DREEEEEEEEEW
HALL with 500 other men during my freshmen orientation
week.
Yes, I have stood on the
Yard, looking at the beautiful women on a warm day and
thought, 'God bless HU,' but I
have also been inspired by the
intelligent and motivated nlen
that I have encountered during
my journC\ through the :Mecca.
I cri ngc when you say the
ratio is 17: 1 bee<> use it is a disservice. It is a disservice to the
men who are here, facing the
same struggles as y0u. It is a disservice to the nlen attempting
to better themselves so that in
10 years, you, our lovely sisters,
won't have to date each other for
stimulating conversation. It is a
disservic,· to tlu· Howard legacy.
which has produced great men
like Thurgo•1d fvlarshall, Andrew
Young and Ossie Davis. And it
is a disservice to the potential
of the 15 invisible men you've
apparently overlooked.
Se11ior print jo11r11alism major
Keith Laing is a native of Stone
Mountain, Ga. He will gladly rep~\'
to all questions, thoughts, comments an,/ conc1,;·1·ns sent to life
n_stl'ie040.~ w1·a/100.co111 once he
is done .·011/lfing all the me 1 011
campus to make sure that they
rea/11• do e\·ist. It might take a
while, though, since they 're invisible and all.

JurJ

111 (

c. tkrt \,..1. f"taolo Ed;tor

Females outnumber males in the Howard University student body, 67 percent to 33 percent,
making conversations like these common.
BY JEANIE FOUGERE
Contributing Writer

14:1. i7:i. 20:1. With each
passing day, the numbers tossed
around on campus seem to
grow further apart. According
to the hype, the male Bison
is an endangered species and
Howard University is well on its
way to being the next Spehnan.
"There's a problem when
there are 1nore women than
men in a men's health class,"
sophomore Chenoa Alexander
said.
However, the latest statistics

from the Office of Enrollment
Management tell a different
story. With 4,964 women and
2.455 men, Howard's undergraduate student body is 67
percent female and 33 percent
male, roughly a two to one
ratio.
Still, many students are
curious about the reasons for
this difference and its effect on
females.
"Some women feel they have
to act a certain way, buy certain
clothes, have certain friends [or]
they feel inadequate," freshman
Willian1 Roberts said.

In addition, several students said that the ratio has
resulted in con1petilion amongst
women.
'"It causes a lot of tension and aggression between
females," sophomore Lauren
Jefferson said.
'"It can effect a girl's selfesteem because almost everyone who came to Howard was
the 'it girl' in high school, ..
graduate student Vallyn Smith
explained.
Others questioned whether
the number of guys in one's
class reall~ has an •'ffect on a

female's perception of herself.
"If the ratio lowers a
female's self-esteem then they
didn't have a high one to begin
with," junior Ange Thompson
said.
Not onl) the dating scent
has females on campus disgusted by the ratio, but several
women said that campus life
has been impacted as well.
"Its difficult to join organizations because they are always
looking for more guys," sophomore Megan Ly1non said. "To
join as a girl you have to be
supen,·oman.

For some, the ratio is a
meaningless set of numbers.
''I [don't] care about the
ratio," senior Darnisha Ross
said. "I go to class, get my
schoolwork an<l go to work. I
don't have time for boys."
On the other hand, some
said college is a place to meet
people, and perhaps, even a
place to meet a future spouse.
Coming to Howard, many
expected to be surrounded by
both males and females on similar paths of achieving higher
See MALE, News 97

Study Abroad Program Building Leadership,
HU Students and the Global Community
BY JANA HOMES

Myths About
Studying Abroad

Hiiitop Staff Writer

Howard Universih has
had a standard of achievement
for many years but the current
administration is raising the
bar in its quest to create "leaders for America and the global
comn1unity."
But how often and by what
means do Bison get a chance Lo
interact with the global community?
"The ain1 is to send every
sophomore and junior to study
abroad for at least one semester," s aid Betty Aikens, the
director of the study abroad
program, who has held her post
since 1993. Though the goal
may sound ambitious to some,
Aikens said that it's nothing out
of Lhe ordinary and that if other
schools are able to attain it,
\luknC" ll1"lttf tnt"·"'taJJ Plt0toi:DPh<"r
Howard can to.
"We're doing some aggres- Students interested In studying abroad or at other domestic universities should visit the
si\'e r.-.cruiting with the return- Ralph J. Bunch International Affairs Center, located at 2218 Sixth Street NW, Washington,
DC 20059. The center can also be reached via phone at (202) 806-4363.
ing s tudents," Aikens said.
However, she said s he are Central and South Anlerica,
·'Before I left Howard, I felt and then you have to find your
believes that students at Europe, Africa, and Asia.
that it was a small university own funding. I decided to get
Howard aren't being exposed
Students applying to be a in a big country. It was just a grant," continued B:.Td, who
early enough to take full advan- part of the project should con1- strange. But when I came back, took courses on Spanish gramtage of the opportunities avail- plete their applications by Oct. it was like home," Jackrecalls. mar, usage, literary analysis,
able to them.
10, 2004 for spring study and "You feel more in control when society and culture.
"This year, we're starting Mar. 15, 2005 for ne.ll.1 fall. All you come back. You realize how
And though the goal of the
with the freshmen, too. We're applicants must have a mini- much power you have in the universit) is lo send as many
getting them acclirnated and mum 3.0 GP.\ and sophomore country, just b\ being here."
students as possible, Byrd does
excited about the possibility,'' or junior standing.
Jack went through the not agree that all students 1would
she continued.
One of the many students Study Abroad office for her pro- benefit from the experience.
The Study Abroad Program the program has helped to send gram, but not all students who
"I think that some people
Office, located in the Ralph J. out of the country is senior study in other nations use this aren't willing to accept other
Bunche International Affairs mechanical engineering n1ajor channel to achieve that goal.
cultures, societies, and ideas,
Center, has a plethora of choic- Legena Jack.
"I went to Scvia, Spain, and shouldn't go because
es for students who meet the
"I think most people should which is the southern most part they're nol going to accept it,"
requirements and are interest- try and study abroad, especially of Spain. I went with the CIEE, Byrd said. "But those willing
ed in the program.
if you've never left the U.S.," because I went for a summer to go and immerse then1selves
They offer opportunities suggested Jack, who spent the program and Howard doesn't in other cultures should, and
to work with the American Spring of 2004 in \Vcllongong, do those," said sophomore his- [this] program allows them to
Institute for Foreign Study, the Australia. She claims an inter- tory and Spanish major Carrnen do that. It gives the1n a chance
Institute for the International esting perspective becau.-,c she Byrd.
to experience things outside of
Education of Students, and the is an international student from
"The process is differ- what they know and helps them
Council for International or Trinidad and Tobago, which ent. You have to do your own to realize that their world is not
Educational Exchange (CIEE). makes the Howard experience research and find the program the definitive reality."
Some of the regions available for her a study abroad itself.
that you want Lo be a part of

Only
wealthy
Students Can Study Abroad.
Studying abroad does not
require a student's family
to be wealthy. Financial aid
received at Howard can be
used to study abroad. In
addition, scholarships such as
the Gillman Scholarship were
created specifically for students with a financial f"leed.
http://www.iie.org/
2.
I n t e r n a t 1o n a I
Students
Cannot
Study
Abroad. This Is a complete
falsehood.
It is not only
impossible for international
students to study abroad.
Howard University Study
Abroad Program has sent
many internatlonal students
to various countries.
3.
My Credits Won't
Transfer, anCI I Won't Graduate
on Time.
When applying,
students must have al' classes approved to transfer as an
equivalent course at Howard.
In addition, studying abroad
will not postpone graduation
if planned appropriately.
4.
Studying Abroad is
Dangerous.
Whlle abroad,
all students must exercise
common sense. While the
international security issues
have been a major concern,
maintaining safety for U.S.
students abroad has been
a prionty. For more information please visit the U.S.
State Department at www.
state.gov.
5.
Only Students with a
GPA of 3.5 or Higher Can Go
Abroad . There are a variety of study abroad programs
to choose from. To study
abroad at Howard, students
are required to have a minimum 3.0 GPA. See Betty
Aikens in the Study Abroad
Office in the Ralph J. Bunche
International Affairs Center
for more details.
Compiled by Takara
1.
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Black Rock on Display at Club
ROCK, from L & S B2

"Just because you're black
doesn't mean you have to play
R&B, Rap, Reggae, etc. Black
people are so diverse."
Aside from Bernardo, however, the Howard University
community was not represented
at the sho'". Sophomore international business major Keith
Elliott said that had he heard

about the show, he would have
likely attended.
Although unfamiliar with
black rock, political science and
English double major An1ber
Bryant also said she would
have attended the show if she'd
known about it.
"I would've considered it,
just to see what it was all about.
We don't hear about those types
of shows on campus due to Jack

of promotion."
Despite sparse advertising,
the featured bands continue to
flourish. As does most black
music, black rock is likely to
reach the ears of diverse communities around the world.
Until then, such bands can be
seen locally at dubs such as UTurn, the Velvet Lounge and
Kili's Kafe.

JYNX Delivers Real Rhymes
JYNX, from L & S B2

Wednesday, September 22, 2004
ll:OOam -3:00pm
The Blackburn Ballroom

"My plans for the future are
had an up close and personal
boombox pushing my joint! interview with Mr. Cheeks at a basically to continue to prosper
It was quite an experience," local club. This also gave her the and grow as an artist. I want to
JYNX said. "~ty CD was passed opportunity to network, where fully develop my craft and know
through the hands of some very she was able to give him her the industry as a business...
JYNX has selected a publiimportant people in the indus- mixtape.
Since her sophomore year, cist and consultant and is worktry-I won't name drop, though,"
she 'has been an urban college ing on appearances at shows in
she said laughing.
·
JYNX was also featured marketing representative for the Washington D.C. metropolion the WKYS Friday Freestyle Atlantic Records. As a mem- tan area.
When it comes to music,
cipher last semester where she ber of Endustry Power Players
was crowned Cipher Champ her (EPP), she has been responsible sometimes it's best to let the artfirst round. At WKYS, she was for bringing artists to Howard ists' lyrics speak for themselves:
"Some t.ay I'm sicka than
introduced to D.C. disc jockey University's campus to meetmost! I'm only 19, there ain't
Zxulu, who is currently one of and-greet students.
JYNX is currently working Q.\lOtha like me... "
her biggest supporters
JYNX's lyrics certainly speak
The Hip-Hop Zone is a on her first single, which she
video countdown show that hopes will receive radio play in volumes.
JYNX's "Come Meet the
she was selected to host. With both D.C. and New York.
"I'm looking fonvard to Streetz Volume I" is still available
this, she will be able to conduct
exclusive interviews with both working with more up and com- for sale for $5. For more inforup and coming and mainstream ing producers like some of the mation, please contact JYNX
artists. JYNX can be checked Howard University family on herself or DeVaughn Venable at
SleeplessNitesEnt@yahoo.com.
out at HHZT\ .com. She recently the come up!"

Artists Benefit from Latest Trends
Come get information on HU Student Organizations and Community Service
opportunities!!! !

I

l1ivo[ve. Incfu~e. J111merse rtourself! !!!

SOCA, from L & S B2

Trinidad and the Caribbean,
but it might just be a ten1porary
fad," he said.
Camaria Holder, a Guvanese
chemical engineering major,
agrees with her fellow Caribbean
Bison. She also thinks the label
is daring to sign soca artists.
"It's a risk, but it will profit
them at least for a little while,"
she said. "The next album won't
do as well as the first. ..
While the average listener

views the music as a fad, which
might stay or become a distant
memory, somt! professionals
have a different perspective.
WHBC 830AM personality,
Faith Ohai, sees soca as a genre
"vith staying power, which could
eventually become like hip-hop.
"Soca has the potential to be
a mainstay in the music industry
because it's a cultural identity,"
she said. "It's going to eventually
get like hip-hop."
The host of the station's
kThe District" is sure that labels

like Atlantic Records will continue to sign Caribbean artists.
~\Vhatever's in now is what
they're looking for. Sean Paul
with 'Dutt)• Rock,' he made
Caribbean music in,·· she said,
noting the genre's economic
viability. '"They want to make
money and make it quickly."
While
many
debate
Caribbean artists' staying power
in the U.S. nlusic industry, the
genres of that region are moving
into the mainstream and landing the record deals to show it.

Attention all graduate
school students ...
The Hilltop's newest section is just for you. Do
want to be heard? Come
to our budget meet~
ings every Tuesday
7
p.m. in the West Towers
or e-mail your ideas to
hugradsectioned yahoo.
com
•
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Bison Bring Back a Win from FedEx Field
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THIS WEEK
IN THE NFL

BY JOHN SCHRIFFEN
Contributing Writer

J ust one week after a tough loss al
Hampton, Howard's Bison have restored
the school's faith after upsetting Alcorn
State 17-10 Saturday evening at FedEx
Field. Behind the leg of freshman kicker
Justin Brantly and a dominating defensive effort, Howard got their first win of
the season in the inaugural game of the
Prince George's Classic.
The Bison (1-2) who came into the
game·winless on the season needed someone to step up and Brantly did just that.
He was 3-3 on the day and put the Bison
ahead on his first collegiate field goal
from 39 yards out. His second was more
impressive fro1n 40 yards kicking into a
29-mph wind. Howard has not converted three field goals in a game since Jason
Decuir accomplished that in 1996.
"I wasn't nervous because my coach
has confidence in me," said Brantly about
his first career field goal. "More than just
me there are 11 players out there."
As noted by Brantly, there were others who contributed to the Bison's success. The defense, which had allowed a
total of 74 points in the first two games
of the season, manages to shut down the
Braves (2-1) high-powered offense and
blank them on the score board in the
first half. Defensive end Michael Brown
provided the li.ighlight of the first half
by sacking the opposing quarterback and
leaving him stunned on the ground.
"Once I got outside the tackle I saw
glory, I saw a white light," said Brown,
referring to his sack.
But Brown's day was not done. After
Howard's quarterback Marcos Moreno
was intercepted by Quentin Sullivan, the
Braves were established on the Bison 11yard line. Momentum was clearly on the
Braves side after scoring a touchdown
on their previous possession. However,
Brown silenced the Alcorn State fans by
recovering a fumbled snap and returning
it 80 yards for the touchdown.
Howard was never able to pull away
from the Braves and only up by a touchdown in the final minutes they received
a scare. After a Noam Door punt that
pinned the Braves inside the two-yard

San Francisco 27
New Orleans 30
Washington 14
NY Giants 20
Denver 6
Jacksonville 7
Pittsburgh 13
Baltimore 30
St. Louis 17
Atlanta 34
Houst on 16
Detroit 28
line, the Braves put togethE>r a nine-play
drive all the way to the Hvward 34 yard
line. With 17 seconds left, Braves quarterback Donald Carrie threw "up a prayer
into the end ZOil" but the ball was picked
off by senior Ronald Bartell to secure
the win for the Bison. Bartell certainly
redeemed himself after giving up a nineyard touchdown to Johnny Washington
earlier in the game.
"I Jet it get to me," said Bartell, referring to the defensive pass interference
called against him earlier in the game,
which caused him to play looser coverage
on Washington. "But I think I came back
later on.''
While special teams and defense
shined, the offense has to be a concern
for Coach Petty. It is no secret that
the Bison's offense is centered around
the running attack, but the passing game
did not contribute much on Saturday.
Moreno threw two interceptions without
completing a pass to a Howard receiver
but added a two-point conversion.
When asked about his inaccuracy on
t:an"ll Smllh· \II Pro l'hologniph)
the day Moreno said, "The 'W' feels helter
Mike Brown (94) scores HU's only touchdown in the Bison's
than the completion rate."
Coach Petty was happy with his win over Alcorn State.
teams overall effort and added that it lose....we \viii continue to press forward 'vin as they 'vill host Savannah State (1was a "great opportunity for [Howard] and develop."
1) this Saturday in the home opener at
to play in this classic an we refused to
The Bison look to improve on this 1p.m.

Barr y Bonds
Joins The
700 Club
BY COURTNEY EILAND
Contributing Writer

Ever since hilting homerun 699 last Sunday
against the Arizona Diamondbacks, the pressure
was on San Francisco Giants' Barry Bonds as he
attempted to become only the third player in baseball history to join the 700-homer club. This elite
club is comprised of baseball greats Babe Ruth at
714 and Hank Aaron who leads the category \vith
755 home runs.
"I have so much respect for what Hank Aaron
went through 30 years ago. After he hit his 700th
homer, that's when people realized he would pass
the great Babe Ruth. That's when Hank started to
Jonathan Danitl- Gt11) tn,ait\·\
get the death threats and hate mail. When he hit Barry Bonds joins an elite few in baseball's
700, it bec~e a reality. He only needed 14 more. legendary 700 club.
Kind of where I an1 right now," Bonds said in an
leader. On the other hand, Aaron believes Bonds
interview to espn.com.
In his quest for 700, Bonds got his first shot 'vill pass him soon enough. "I think it's just a
at it when the Giants opened up a three-game matter of time -- maybe a yc:'tr, two years," Aaron
series at Milwaukee last Tuesday night. Bonds said. "I think he will. I'll be happy. Everybody will
went 3-for-9 with four walks, one of them being be after him then. They won't be involving me.
intentional, in the series. His closest chance to Records arc made to be broken."
After coming away with a 4-1 win against the
getting 700 was on Wednesday night's match-up
when he sent Brewers pitcher Wes Obermueller's Padres, this puts the Giants in a better position
first pitch to the warning track in right field where of earning the National League Wild Card spot to
Brady Clark caught it just a few feet in front of the have a chance to compete in the playoffs beginwall. "That was the best pitch I gave him all night ning in October. The Giants are just a half game
and he about got it but he got under it too much," ahead of the Chicago Cubs \vith 14 games still left
Obermueller said. "I sat there and watched that on their schedule. Now that the pressure is off for
and was just like, please come down, please come Bonds, he says he needs to focus more on winning
down." The Giants went on to sweep the series in games.
"Before it happens, it's hard not to think about
three \vins, 3-2, 8-2 and 4-0.
Although Bonds' chance of hitting the histori- it all the time. Everybody calls you up. Everybody's
cal 7ooth homerun came and went in the series rooting for you to do well. I got caught up in it last
against the Brewers, he most certainly had a chance weekend in Arizona and I took some chances
when the Giants returned home last Friday night on some pitches this week in Milwaukee. But on
to open up a three-game series against the San Thursday, the last day there, I wanted to get back
Diego Padres. The historical moment came in the into myself, make contact and hit the ball. We're
third inning against Padres pitcher, Jake Peavy. in this race. I had to shut my phone off for a while
Bonds hit the ball to left center where the ball was and get back \vithin myself and concentrate on us
caught by 25-year-old fan Steven Williams. Bonds \vinning games," Bonds said.
Bonds' teammates are relieved that the presreceived a standing ovation, countless camera
sure is off of him. "It is awesome to see him get it
flashes and fireworks as he rounded the field.
"Tonight was unbelievable. You really can't and it takes a little pressure off him so he can feel
put it in words to be in a class with those two more comfortable at the plate, which makes us
great players, Hank Aaron and Babe Ruth. It's happy," relief pitcher Jim Brower said. "When he's
like you're dreaming and you're not dreaming. It's comfortable, he makes things happen:·
"All I can say right now is that I still have some
unreal. I don't know what to say about it," Bonds
game left. It's a little overwhelming to realize what
said.
Bonds said that he could never even imagine position I'm in- 14 homers behind Babe Ruth.
passing Hank Aaron as the all-t ime home run Hopefully I can stay focused, do it quietly and do

Chicago 21
Green Bay 10
Indianapolis 31
Tennessee 17
Carolina 28
Kansas City 17
Seattle 10
Ta mpa Bay 6
Cleveland 12
Dallas 19
Buffalo 10
Oakland 13

New England 23
Arizon a 12
NY jets 34
San Diego 28
Miami 13
Cincinnati 16

Byrant Admits to Affairs In
Newly Released Transcripts
BY ASHLEY ROSS
Sports Editor

Kobe Bryant is now out of
tlie frying pan and into the fire
with the Associated Press releasing transcripts in which Bryant
admitted to another affair. A
newspaper in Colorado, the Vail
Daily, anonymously received
both a printout and audio
recording of Bryant's interview
with police in Denver the night
after he was accused of rape.
The paper published these tran"'"" \\.)1buo..1o.puru.tom
scripts last Thursday.
Bryant has been left
\>Vithin the transcripts, exposed with the tranBryant confessed to having scripts of his Interview with
similar sexual encounters with Colorado police.
another woman by the name of
"Michelle." On tl1e tape, Bryant small bruise on her jaw, bent her
also pleaded with the officers over a chair and pulled down her
to not reveal this information. underwear before sex began."
"Is there any way I can ~ettle
Bryant, however, claimed
this, whatever it is.. .If my wife, that the accuser initiated everymy wife found out that anybody thing that happened that night.
made any type of allegations According to Bryant, she first
against me, she would be infuri- offered to show hiin a tattoo on
ated."
her back by lowering a strap on
The transcripts, laden \vith her dress. Upon seeing the tattoo
profanity and extremely graph- they proceeded to kiss and caress
ic descriptions, are believed one another eventually engaging
to be accurate according to a in sexual intercourse \vith him
source close to the prosecution. holding her neck from behind.
Although Bryant at first denied But Bryant claims he stopped
having sex with the accuser, he when the accuser refused to let
later admitted to having con- hiln do something he wanted.
sensual sex with the 19-year-old
Bryant's defense attorneys
after she initiated oral sex. "She filed a motion last week claimsaid she wanted to, you know, ing that the dissemination of his
she hoped that I would (edited) statements violated the court's
her," Bryant said.
restraining order. Ilis attorneys
Eagle County Sherifrs believe the court must find and
investigators Dan Loya and punish whoever provided the
Doug Winters conducted the transcripts to the media.
interview. Bryant was surprised
The accuser's attorney John
when Loya told him the accuser Clune told Associated Press, 'The
had ex-perienced some bleeding continued evidence of the Jack
after the encounter. However, of integrity of the criminal case
when Bryant gave investigators reaffirms our client's decision to
the shirt he was wearing that not proceed in that court."
night, traces of the woman's
The follo,ving are some
blood were found. According excerpts of the interview from
to the Associated Press, Winters the transcripts obtained by the
testified in a hearing last fall that Associated Press:
Bryant "grabbed tl1e woman by
Bryant: "My bodyguards - I
the neck hard enough to leave a got to - I got to tell them what's

going on. l\1y biggest fear is my
career and .....
Winters: "I understand ... "
Bryant: "... my image, so."
Winters:"... very, very n1uch
so and we're trying to respect that
as much as we can, all right?'
Loya: "And this is how we
work, Kobe. We're not we're
not here to destroy your career
or your image, but we do have a
serious matter at hand that we'd
like to resolve and i.'s all going
lo depend on your cooperation
and how you want to resolve it."
Bryant: "'Veil. Do I have
to?"
\\'inters: ··well, that's up to
you, I mean we'd like to find out
your side of the sto1y, we'll get
into the details of it, we'll ex-plain
what's going on. Um, but that's
all we want to do, Kobe."
Loya: ..And that's one of the
reasons - and that's one of the
reasons - this is one of the reasons we're up here at this time
of night."
Bryant: "Ask me what. Ask
nle something. Ask me anything."
Winters: "OK. Um. 111 be
blunt and ask you. Did you have
sexual intercourse with her?"
Bryant: "No."
Winters: "Yet there is an allegation that it was an un-consensual intercourse that occurred
last night. OK. All right. Hang
on. OK, hang on, I understand
you have every right to be upset,
OK, but you know, I'm giving you
an opportunity to tell the truth if
something did happen because
I'm going to tell you now, um,
we're going to find out."
Bryant: "Is there any way I
can settle this whatever it is, I
mean ... ?"
Winters: ''Well, what do you
mean by settle?"
Bryant: "If my \vife, if my
,vife found out that anybody
made any type of allegations
against me she would be infuriated."
See KOBE, News 87
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WANTED: Missing Mascot Hunting For Bison
BY KONAHE JERIGAN
Hilltop Staff Writer

With most fall sports already
underway,
man)
Howard
University students may be wondering where we might be able
to catch a sighting, a glimpse of
a tail, or even a shadow of our
be!Oved mascot the Bison. So
far this year, our dear friend of
the cattle family has been missing in action at campus events.
The Chick-fil-A Cow was even
on hand for the grand openingof the Punch Out. So where is
the Bsion?
The Hilltop decided to investigate this mystery by following
our mascot's hoof printed tracks
around campus. And whether
from experience or word of
mouth it's obvious tl1at students
are a bit disappointed witll the
inactive behavior of our mascot.
Junior marketing major Ernest
Brown said, "Our Mascot needs

lo make a stronger presence,
he needs to get 'crazy' and be
all O\'er the place." Brown who
attended the Howard/Hampton
~amc said he didn't rcmen1ber
seeing the Bison at the game
and felt the Hampton University
Pirate had a commanding presence, the kind he wants to see
at Howard sporting events. So
why is the Bison so placid and
languid?
The answer is simple, old
age.
The Assistant Director of
Student Activities, RasheemAmeid Rooke, infonned The
I I ill top that he and other Howard
e111ployees are actually in the
process of getting a new Bison.
Believe it or not the current
Bison costume is extremely old.
The helmet situated inside of the
Bison's head does not properly
fit the head of the person wc~r
ing the costume, which makes it
uncon1fortable and impairs their

vision. Inside of the costume is
uncomfortable as well, with the
material being similar to carpet
in texture. In all actuality, the
Bison is practically falling apart,
which is why he is imn1obilc
and can't compete with other
schools' mascots.
The Bison is often seen as
the embodiment of school spirit
and a catalyst for enthusiasm.
Freshman biology major Jodi
Richardson said "I think it is
important for Howard to have
a mascot. Our mascot in particular ha!) historicall) endured
many hardships and is a suitable
representation of Howard, as we
too have overcome many obstacles. The characteristics bison
exemplify are what students and
teachers should aspire to."
The act of purchasing a new
Bison mascot is in the works.
Definite details regarding mascot completion were not available. And so the question aris-

ESPN Begins the Battle
of College Sports TV
BY CRYSTAL TATE
Contributing Writer

College sports fanatics, university athletes
and professional sports recruiters have yet
another reason to shout in front of the television. ESPN recently announced that it will
launch a 24-hour college sports channel named
ESPNU.
The channel, which is scheduled to air in
March 2005, will also contain content from
ESPN.com, ESPN The Magazine, ESPN Radio,
ESPN Mobile and ESPN Broadband.
However, College Sports Television (CSTV),
a relatively new 24-hour college sports nehvork,
applauded ESPN's future channel with sarcasm,
accusing ESPN of copying their concept.
"College Sports TV has created a successful blueprint for total coverage of college sports
from the CSTV Nenvork, to the Internet with
CollegeSports.com to College Sports Radie, our
partnership with Sirius Satellite Radio, so successful that ESPN is following it to the letter,"
Brian Bedol, president and CEO of CSTV told
The Boston Globe.
"At CSTV, our commitn1ent is to continue
to build the connection between college sports
and college sports fans, as opposed to building
another avenue toward branding. My partners
and I would like to congratulate ESPN on its
25th anniversai} as the new worldwide follower
in sports. "
College Sports Tele\ision "as the first and
only 24-hour college sports nehvork that hit
television airwaves in April 2003. The network,
which is devoted exclusively to college sports,
broadcasts live regular season and championship games of men and women college sports,
including football, basketball, baseball, soccer
and lacrosse. CSTV's in-depth coverage includes
1200 colleges and universities across all the major
conferences at e\'ery level of college sports.
"Granted, ESPN may be takinr their idea,
but channels need to stay competitiveo," said
Chantel Napier, a junior finance major. "All of
the other major companies and networks do the
same thing."
However, ESPNU plans to air approximately

es: Will the Bison be ready for
Homecoming?
To ask anyone to wear the
old and decaying Bison costume
is a bit unreasonable and harsh,
but to have Homecoming without the quintessential company
of the Bison is ludicrous. Not
only will students be at a disadvantage, but the many people who travel from afar just to
attend Howard's homecoming
will also miss out.
Sophomore music business major, Aubri Dubose said,
'"\Vithout our mascot, our chants
and cheers \viii be meaningless."
The Bison mascot is not
c5nly important to students, faculty and other fans of Howard,
it is most important to the athletes. Athletes sometimes need a
source of enthusiasm and energy. They feed off the energy of
the fans, and the fans in tum
feed off the energy from the mas-

cot. An immobile Bison standing
still waving is not sufficient to
generate tllal special srurce of
energy. It is evident that whether it's tomorrow, next week, or
in the weeks lo come, Howard
significantly needs a mascot.
To not have one will be a disappointment to students, faculty,
athletes, and fans alike.

Vick Sentenced, Fined
For Drinking with Minors

300 regular season games in Division I football
BY D'ANDRE FERNANDEZ
Contributing Writer
and basketball as well as a host of other college
sports and even select high school football games
Virginia Tech's suspended star quarterback,
for its upcoming college sports. ESPN also plans
Marcus Vick, has gotten into trouble again. Last
to air content from other ESPN channels.
week Marcus Vick avoided jail time by pleading
Similar to CSTV, ESPNU will also air conno contest to a misdemeanor charge ensuing
tent from its website and satellite radio profrom a night of drinking with underage girls.
gram. ESPNU also intends to air less popular
According to the Associated Press, Marcus
college sports like wrestling and volleyball just
Vick, the younger brother of Atlanta Falcons
as CSTV does.
quarterback Michael Vick, "settled on a plea
But ESPN's president, George Bodenheimer,
agreement rather than pursuing an appeal of a
denies creating the new network to defeat CSTV
juvenile court conviction and 30-day jail sentence
or stealing the idea from CSTV. "We're focused on
on tllree counts of contributing
what we're doing and on opporto the delinquency of a minor."
tunities that we see," he told the
Witll this agreement, Vick also
New York Times. "They're not
THIS
WEEK
the only network televising colhas to complete 24 hours of comIN
THE
MEAC
lege sports."
munity service and cannot come
in contact with the girls involved
Will ESPNU overpower
CSTV, or will CSTV remain on
1n the case.
Bethune 23
top of their game? "CSTV is tlle
Marcu~
Vick's
lawyer,
Grambling
24
first nationally distributed netMarc Long, released this statework that has had an impact on
ment on behalf of his client:
W. Illinois 20
ESPN's business. This seems to
"Marcus has and does apologize for hurting so many people.
be a response to that," Bedol told
Hampton 40
the New York Times.
I believe this is a life-changing
Nonetheless, Bedol stated
experience for Marcus Vick."
Florida
A&M
7
that he did not feel that ESPN's
Vick told his lawyer that he plans
Temple
38
power would hurt CSTV, espeto enroll again at Virginia Tech
cially considering the success of
this spring after his suspension
the nehvork since distribution
is over. Virginia Tech suspended
Delaware St. 13
agreements have been made with
Vick this season but did leave him
Elon 49
Time \Varner Cable, Comcast
an opportunity to be readmitted
and DirecTV.
this spring pending his compleS.
Carolina
St.
SS
"I am happy that I will soon
tion of a drug education and
Savannah St. 20
counseling program. The terms
have not one, but two, channels to watch college sports on,"
of his re-admittance could also
said Brian Reeves. a sophomore
result in a permanent dismal if
Alcorn St. 10
political science major and huge
Vick were to have any involveHoward
17
sports fan. "But this will prob1nenl in any further criminal, athably mean much rivalry between
letic, or university violations.
Morgan St. 28
CSTV and ESPNU."
But this is not the first time
In the meanwhile, both
the 20-year-old has gotten mixed
San Jose St. 47
ESPNl. and CSTV ma~ want to
up in trouble. In February, Vick
watch out. Fox College Sports
along with two other teammates
N.C.
A&T
3
Pacific, Central and Atlantic netgave alcohol to 14- and 15-yearWake
Forest
42
works also started airing earlier
old girls at their apartment in
this month.
Blacksburg, Va. Vick was later

acquitted of a charge of having sex with one of the
girls but was sentenced to 30 days in jail and fined
$2,250 for contributing to underage drinking.
And just last month\ -yick got off track again by
pleading guilty to reckless driving and no contest
to marijuana possession related to a traffic stop
this summer. As part of a plea agreement, Vick
was placed in a drug offender program requiring 24 hours of communi~ service, drug counseling and random drug tests. He also had to
relinquish his driver's license for six months.
In light of this most recent incident, Vick's status
at Virginia Tech remains unchanged, according
to spokesman Larry Hincker. Therefore, time
will only tell if Vick will be able to be a Hokie
once more. ESPN.com reported that Marcus Vick
remarked " I have learned a great deal from the
mistakes I have made. I will work hard to earn
r<>spect as an athlete and -i person. I understand
that I had a responsibili~ to conduct myself
appropriately at all times and will work to do
that. I am asking tllat Virginia Tech, and the
other people who support me, not give up on me."

""\j .hi•kk--JX~com

Marcus Vick, who had a bright f uture at
Virginia Tech, has seen his star diminish with
legal troubles.

The Diesel Moves to Miami
BY MARQUASE LOVINGS
Contributing Write

'"You don't get many chances
to acquire the best player in the
league and this was a trade I felt
we had to make," said Pat Riley
president of the Miami Heat.
Three-time NBA champion and two-time regular season scoring champion, to go
along with being named one of
tlle league's so greatest players, Shaquille O'Neal's nt;mbers speak for themselves. The
seven-foot, 340 pound man they
call tl1e Diesel let his feelings be
known about being traded from
the Los Angeles Lakers.
"Some guys are so smart they
are dumb. Like Mitch Kupchak
will never be remembered for
anything but what? Trading me.
That was the dumbest move in
sports histon," ONeal commented to Slam magazine.
On July 14, 2004 the Miami
Heat acquired O'Neal, the 11time all-star center from the
Lakcrs. In exchange, the Lakers
got Caron Butler, Brian Grant,

Lamar Odom and a future first- nicknames for the Louisiana
round pick. Pat Riley at the State University graduate. In
press conference said, '"Today his illustrious NBA career he
the ~1iami Heat took a giant step has averaged 27.1 points, 12.1
forward in our continued pur- rebounds, 2.9 assists, and 2.6
suit of an NBA Championship blocks per game.
for the city of Miami and this
Shaq has also been taking
franchise."
care of business off the cou1t
At the press conference this past summer. In the off-seaO'Neal's personality was its son Shaq worked on another CD.
vibrant self, especially when On this new rap CD Shaq took a
asked about being released from lyrical shot at former teammate
the Lnkers. A reporter asked, Kobe Bryant. The single '"You
"Gi\'en the way things ended in Not The Fightin' Type" ignited
Los Angeles, can you tell us how the iatest controversy behveen
motivated, angry and inspired O'Neal and Bryant.
you arc to either reprove or
On the CD, O'Neal, rapping
remind people how good you with Cincinnati-based radio disc
are?"
jockey DJ Skillz, says,
O'Neal replied, "I am not
"Even with wings you never
angry, but I am very, very moti- as fly as me .... You remind me
vated. When I met with Pat of Kobe Bryant trying to be as
Rile), he wanted to come down high as me... But you can't...even
h •re and do one thing take care if you get me traded...wherever
of business and I assured him I'm at, I'm Puffy; you Mase and
that I would do that. The people you're still hated.
that know me, know what time
The Shaq-Bryant duo led
iL is and know what the Diesel is the Lakers to three NBA chamdown here to do. Period."
pionships. O'Neal was traded
TheDiesel,Superman,M.D.E amid speculation that Bryant
(:Most-Dominant-Ever) are all wanted O'Neal out of the Lakers

lmn~~googlc.con1

Shaquille O'Neal (34) and Kobe Bryant (8), former teammates in L.A., have had a roller coaster
relationship ever since Bryant came into the league eight years ago. The 2004-2005 season
will be the first time that Shaq will play on a East coast team since his trade In 1996.

organization. The Lake rs orga- same thing with him as I did with
nization had no comment to Penny Hardaway, and Kobe. It
O'Neal's statement about Bryant is my job to get over there and
or Kupchak.
teach him little secrets."
Without Bryant, O'Neal
The Miami Heat are baskis not losing any sleep. O'Neal ing in all the attention that Shaq
commented, " I have yet another is bringing to the franchise. On
young great guard lo work with · J uly 29 the heat announced that
in Dwayne Wade. I will do the it would add 3,100 additional

seats. Now the arena capacity
has extended to 19,600 seats for
avid Heat fans waiting to see
Shaq.
However, the newly remolded Heat arena rn ust wait until
Christmas Day to see Shaq
square off witll the Lakers.

86 NEWS
Bizzology:

D1fficult1es
BY VENUS B. TAYLOR
Business & Technology Editor

There will be no
''Bizzoloyy" column this
week due to technical dif·
ficulties.
Just kidding!
But eriously. if I had
a dollar for every tin1e that
I heard the terin "technical
difficulties," I'd be a rich
woman.
Hey, if I had a dollar for every Lime that J
heard, ..technical difficulties" in the past week, I'd
be able to buy a round of
Chick-Fil-A lemonade for
everyone in the Punch Out
during lunchtime.
Ok, maybe my latter
statement is a bit of an
exagge1·ation. but I have
missed out on a lot this past
. week due to that horrid
phrase. \Vhen the system
went down in the Howard
Bookstore, I couldn't buy
a financial calculator for
my i1n·estn1cnts class:
when Jazzman's in the A ...
Building stopped accepting
Dinning Dollars, I couldn't
cat breakfast; and, what's
even sadder, when mv cell
phone stopped working, I
couldn't get out of bed.
\\'ith two parents
working in the industry, I
"ill be the first to sing the
praises of this wonderful
art known as technology.
It has led to many groundbreaking advances in busine.-;s, medicine, and countless other arenas; however,
it hns also made us lazy.
In short: An1erican
sociel) has become overdependent on technology.
\\'hen we can no longer
conduct business because
we need a computerized
cash register. or when we
can no longer perforn1
basic math in our heads
hel·ause we nct>d a calculator, or when \\e no longer
recogni:t.c our friends' and
fomil) 's \ oicc.<i because we
only talk to thmn via text
messages, that's a problem!
This soliloquy is not
n1eant to sen e as the
antitht.>sis of my section,
Business & Technology:
I am merely trying to
put things into perspective. Wlnle today's issue
boasts many of'America's
advancements such as
digital security scanning
at airports, online absentee voting applications.
and personal assistant-like
cell phones, we need to
remember that we c.xistecl
just fine before the gadgets
and gl:1.mos did that now
run our lives.
\Vith that being said,
I would like to issue a
challenge to the Howard
Uni\'ersity community.
Today, let's pick one piece
of technolog} on which we
arc O\ er-reliant and stop
using it for the day. Shoot
me an "-mail and let me
know how it turns out. I'll
publish the 111ost interesting sacrifices next week.
M) sacrifice is going
to be tny computer. Don't
"orry ...I'll still be checking c-1nail from n1y cell
phone!

i'enus is currently
C'xpericncing technical difficultit>s with her Yahoo!
.'Wail account. Apparently
it doesn't work 011 hel"
cell phone like she hoped
it would. llowever, you
<un still try to e-mail your
thoughts on this column to
Bizzologyos@yahoo.com.
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Syecia{ Techno{ogy Tdltion!

BY AMBER ENGLISH

.
•
downs a~d ~ecunt)" checks.
Qu.thfying passengers have a
special stamp on their boarding
The Transportation Safety passes that exempts them from
Administration (TSA) launched
random . scr~ening. Acc?rding
a trial period of the "Registered
lo an article m Th~ Wash~n~on
Traveler" program just a few
Post, l,ooo. Amencan Airlines
weeks ago al Ronald Reagan
passengers signed up for the 90Washington National Airport.
day test program.
The program requires travReaga~ National Airport .is
elers to submit to an extensive
th·· final airport of five to begin
background check, iris scan, and the testing phase. Thus far, the
digital fingerprinting. If all three pro~ram has found success in
checks are suecessful, tra' elers ~finneapolis, Houston, Los
will have the ability to use brand Angeles and Boston. Director of
new kiosks nt tlle securit} gates Credentialing for the TSA Justin
to expedite those tedious secu- Oberman told USA Today lhal
rity lines.
the lechnology worked well.
But before students head off
However, some students
to tlle airport to get registered, as
al Howard University question
of now, the WRegistered Traveler"
the safety of allowing some pasprogram is by invitation only.
sengers a more relaxed security
Selectees must be one of several check.
,,_.. ·· "
thousand members of J\Jnerican
Frt>shman mechanical cngi- TSA's new registered traveler program creates more expedl·
Airlincs's elite frequent flier pro- nccrin•• maJ·or D:mielk ~lcGhee t ious s ecurity lines a t Ronald Reagan Was hington National
"
Airpo rt.
gram who were previously asked
does nol believe tlle registered
,
to test the system.
traveler program is a good idea.
Sophomore
psychology cause a security breach."
The benefits, for those who
..I think the system shouldn't major Mercii Thomas expressed
The TSA's report on the test
qualify, include the speed of exist. Just because a person is a similar sentiment.
program stressed that regisbeing able to skip to the front safe al one time doesn't mean
"The program shouldn't tered travelers will still use the
of security and tlle ease of being they'll always be that way," exist," Thomas said. "It creates walk-through n1eta l detectors
waived from secondary pat- McGhee said.
gaps and air holes tllat can easily and have their carry-on luggage
Contr tJu· ' lfl Wnti. ·

Flashy Features: The New
Trend in Mobile Technology
BY MONIQUE WOODS
CQmnbutmg Wm·lf

\Vire less companies such as
T-Mobile realize the importance
of both private and business
users in the cell phone industry. To compete in the fastpaced technologically advanced
world, the cell phone industry is
constantly updating phones to
boost sales. Cell phones no longer just make phone calls. The
newest models now doubles as
:i personal assistant to voice
activate dialing, checks e-mail,
sends text messages, take pictures , and allows users to listen
to the radio.
T-l\.1obile plans to sell a
BlackBerry phone equipped
with a keyboard for text messages and e-mails. Cell phone
giant Nokia also hopes to raise
the bar with its n<:w Noki.i 9300
phone that will feature a full
keyboard and aims to be a min-

iature PC.
Produced by a Canadian
According to the A-;sodated firn1 Research in l\.totion Ltd.,
Press, tllere are about two dozen the 71oot is affordably priced at
otller smart phones that are on $199.00 after mail-in rebates.
the market, or are soon to be According to Scott Ballantyne,
on the market, that will feature vice president of marketing at
advanced operating systems.
T-~fobile, the compan) hopes
Math and theater arts major the 71oot appeals to consumers
Krystle \\Thite states, w\Vith the to add to the market and not
addition' of other features on just the traditional BlackBerry
phones I hope buying a cell customers.
phone does not get to expansive
Freshman nursing 1najor
to the point where stn1ggling Sherie Re.·d likes the idea of
college students cannot afford combining different software
cell phones."
into cell phones. "Having a camThe first of the new futur- era, tex1 messaging, and radios
istic combination phones is due combined into one device is so
out in October from T-11obile. much easier because you don't
The new cell phone features have to carry all different types
a "Q\VERTY" typewriter which of gadgets,"' Reed said.
places lwo letters of the alpha'"The new cell phones arc
bet on one key and with a spe- Jike having a personal computcial software called SureType, er, .. said freshman theater arts
spelling changes are automat- major Brittany Williams. "Whal
ic.ill) made since two letters is tht point 01 having a c1..•mcome up with the press of one puter anymore if everything is
button.
in your cell phone?"

Invest01ent of the Week:
Mutual Funds
BY JORDAN SMITH
Cnnlr ' u· ' g W ter

The key to a comfortable
financial future is smart investing and money management.
The best advice to college students, and any other potential
inves tor for that matter, is to
start early. Take this example to
heart: A 16-year-old puts away
$2,000 a month into a savings
al'count with 10 percent interest, a 26-ye.1r-old does the same
thing. By age 65 tlle investor
who started at age 16 will have
almost four times as much as
tlle procrastinator.
The most popular investment vehicle utilized by beginning investors is mutual funds,
which is an organization that
invests in and manages an ar ray
of div1·rse -;ccurities. Mutual
fund~ offer a pool of diver:;ificatton, professional manage·
ment, convenience, and are
easy to inves t in and purchase.
The defining features of mutual
funds are as follows: open end
or closed end, load or no load,
and the types of mutual funds.
First of all, open end and
closed end mutual funds generally designate the an1ount of
'hares a fund is limited. \Vith
open end funds, tlle investor
buys and sells directly from the
fu nd, no limit to the shares the
fund can issue exists, and as
many people can be sold shares

as desired. Open end funds have
a limitless quantity of shares for
sole. On the other hand, closed
end funds have a fixed number
of shares outstanding. Of the
two type.' tlle markd con1p• .ses
about seven trillion in open end
funds and about 500 make up
closed end funds.
Load and no load pertain
to the costs of owning a mutual
fund. Load mutual funds charge
commission either at the frontcnd, when purchased, or at the
back-end, when tlle investor
feels their fund has reached
tnaturity, the money is taken
out. No load diffl'rs because
instead of commission, a management fee will be issued to
the owner of the fund.
The types of mutual funds
vary with what an individ ual

investor desires. Currently,
mutual funds can be d ivided
into twelve categories: Growth,
Aggressive
growth, Value,
Equity income, Balancl'd fund,
Gro" th and income. Bond:-.
~tonev
. mark<:t fund. Index fund '
Sector fund, Socially responsible fund, and International
funds.
M:oney market funds are
short term money instruments
which are useful as an alternative to more traditional savin gs vehicles such as savings
accounts and certificates of
deposit (CDs).
For more information on
1nulual funds and other investment options, visit The l\.1otley
Fool at fool.com, a website
with a wealtll of information on
investing and finance.
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screened. The TSA is confid ent
that thl· program ''ill benefit all
travelers in the areas of customer
service and sccurilv. The additiona1 registered traveler line is
intended to speed the security
line for all passengers.
In the report the TSA also
noted that, wsince more is known
about the Registered Traveler
users, TSA screeners will be able
to focus their efforts more efficiently and effccth·elv."
F~c-;hman political ~cience
n1ajor Antonio Kizzie does not
agree with the exclusivin of the
program.
·
"I think that it would be better if it were made available to all
travelers," Kizzie said. "But the
system is still not foolproof."
Other students do not see a
problem with allowing only frefl
b
quent iers to ecome registered
t raveIcrs.
"(The program] would be
useful for people who fly a lot,
but for a person who does not, it
doesn't seem very efficient and
it is a total waste of time," said
See LINES, News A9

Technology Eases
Absentee Ballot
Voting Process
BY TOMI AKINMUSURU
CQntnouting Wnter

In order to direct tlle student population to websites
that are very popular among the
18-24-year-old voting d emographic, three good absentee
ballot application websites for
students are listed below. The
good. bad. and ugly of each
website has been outlined :
v........·w,de.clareEWrulf.or:g
Basic Information: This
site is not sole!) used for gaining absentee ballots. Declare
Yourself is an organi1.ation in
its own right, with the purpose
and mission to "energize and
empower a new movement of
young voters to partkipate in
the 2004 presidential election".
Good S tuff: The site boldly states its goal for the 2004
presidential election, and that
is to be responsible for registering one million people to vote.
Right now, they have registered
439,000 people and the numbers are increasing rapidly.
Glitc hes : A message
appeared o n the screen statinl!. that "[Dul'] to tilt' amount
of requests tor absentee ballots, the website is not working
properly, and everyone should
use your respective state websites." After repeated attempts,
the website loaded fully, but
then more glitch~,s arose.
F inal
C onclus ion:
Despite the errors, this site was
a very good source for general
election information. There are
people who we re able to fill
out their completed application
from the s ite and print it, so the
site is not completely fi lled with
errors.
www.Georgcllltsh.<;om
Bas ic Information: The
current President's re-election
website has one of the most

accessible and sin1ple forms of
absentee voting application tllat
is available. The information is
well laid out and presented in
an organized manner.
Good Stuff: \\Then fi nished with the application, voters can meander around the
website and read some of the
information that is posted there.
It is always good tc> get more
information on the candidates,
what tlley stand for. and what
changes tlley have made or are
going to make in their office.
Glitche s : For the majoril)
of the page, everything was in
working ordtr The: onh defect
that was noticeable was the fact
tllat the application was slightly
over s implified. In con1parison
to tll<' forms r 1ven b~ the ' arii>us
Secretaries of State, it appeared
to be lacking vital instructions.
Perhaps it was O \ crsin1plified
because they wanted to make it
as eas\ as possible.
F inn i
Con c lus ion :
Regardle.-;s of a student's party
affiliation, th is i~ a good website for ab:•enlec ballot applica .tions. It is clear an<l concise,
whkh are l\\O things that are
nece.-;sary in ordl•r to keep the
readers attention, and perhaps
even their ' ote.
Slate Election Sites
Basi c
l n fo rm n tion:
There is probably no better
place to get an absentee ballot
application than s traight from
a state website. Most of the
otller websites arc general and
do nol express rules that might
be state specific. ror exan1plc.
many states have a n1lc instituted tllat implicitly deni~ the use
of absentee ballots for a first
time voter. Each person should
double-check these rules with
their Secretary of State.
See VOTER, News 8 7
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Online elections' sites make it easier to register to vote.

Where are the Bison Men?
MALE, from L &

s 81

education, however, some
females are disappointed to find
that a majority of those on that
path are of the same gender.
Howard men often discuss
the dearth of men on campus.
However, some said that they
are simply being overlooked
because women are preoccupied
with the same few men over the
course of four years.
"It seems like Howard girls
are all chasing the same couple of guys," Lymon said. "Its
almost like there's only five guys
on campus and everyone's fight-

ing over them."
Others said that men were
nowhere to be found on ca1npus
because they are in fact incarcerated. They quoted statistics like
those given by political science
professor John Davis when he
spoke to the National Society of
Collegiate Scholars. He indicated that there were approximately
700,000 African-American men
in prison in comparison to about
500,000 at colleges or universities across the nation.
'Tfhe number of incarcerated males] reflects the lack of
resources and motivation available to males in the world,.,

sophomore Lauren Thompson
said.
Ladies, there may still be a
shred of hope. It appears that
the ratio may be non-existent by
the time graduate school comes
around.
"As a graduate student
[there's) more balance than in
undergrad," Smith said. "I don't
know if [it's because] the classes
arc smaller but it's more 50-50. "
Until then, Howard won1en
may have to accept that there
are just a few good men on campus.

Voter Sites Prove Best Resource
VOTER, from Biz & Tech 86

Good Stu.ff: As mentioned
before, the state websites provide all of the details that other
general sites leave out. Those
who peruse the site are given
a definite address of where to
send the completed form, phone
numbers to reach their Clerk's
Office, and other contact information to make sure that visitors are able to fully exercise
their right to vote.
Glitches: One of the main
problems is also that they state

all of the rules, without explanations. The only way for students
to rectify this problem is to call
in to their Secretary of State.
Final Conclusion: This
really is the best way to fill an
application online. Voters can

find out what each state is aski1.g for and get a direct answer
to most questions.
Honorable
mention:
The website of the Democratic
candidate, John Kerry, was not
mentioned because it uses the
same program as that of www.
declareyourself.org.
Beware of false websites
that use voter information to be
fraudulent. Make sure that sites
are protected and official. Also,
watch out for HUSA's program
this week to help students register online.

Traveler Program Tested at Airport
LINES, from Biz & Tech 86

junior psychology major Kevin
Quail.
The future of this program is
uncertain. The TSA will judge the
effectiveness of the Registered
Traveler program after each of
the five airports have completed
their three-month testing phases. According to USA Today, the
ISA will begin evaluating the
program in early 2005.
If the program is deemed
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a success after evaluation, the
concept could be applied lo
more airports and more travelers. Although it is still too early
to tell, USA Today reports that if
the program is extended to more
travelers, the TSA may charge
travelers to become registered.
The idea of paying for this
system makes some people less
likely to utilize it.
"I would probably not pay
because I arrive at the airport in
enough time such that the long

lines will not affect my departure," said senior mathematics
major Keinan Thompson. "I can
foresee some of the problems
that may occur such as some airports not accepting the program
and sending [passengers] to the
back of the line anyway. It will
probably be too expensive."

New Transcripts Further
Tarnishes Kobe's Rep
KOBE, from Sports 84

Loya: "Just be straight up,
we're not gomg to tell your wife
or anything like that. Did you
have sexual intercourse with
her?"
Bryant: "Uh, this is what I
need to know because uh I did
have sexual intercourse with
her. Cause I was (inaudible)."
Winters: "And I understand."
Loya: "OK, was it consensual?"
Bryant: "It was totally consensual."
Loya: "What makes you
believe, what makes you believe
it was consensual?"
Bryant: "'Cause she started
kissing me, (inaudible) then she
bent over and (inaudible)."
Loya: "Is this, I don't mean
to offend you in any way but is
this a habit of yours, that you
cheat on your wife?"
Winters: "Has this ever happened before?"
Bryant: "Um, yes, with one
other person. And she could
actually testify I do that um, I
do the same thing, I hold her
from the back, I put my bands
(inaudible)."
Loya: "And who's that other
person?"
Bryant: "Her name is
Michelle."
Loya: "And this is somebody
you frequent or one time incident or ....?"
Bryant: "No. She's a - she's
a frequent (inaudible)."
Loya: "And your wife ..."
Bryant: (Inaudible)
Loya: "Obviously your wife
doesn't know about this?"
Bryant: "No. Nothing man,
seriously."

Price-tag on Kobe
Bryant Case
fr/}X;: ~ ui1' ~
The following 1s some of the expenses for District Attomey Mark
Hurlbert's otlicc in the prosecution of the Kohu Bry.mt sexual
assault l·ase. The expenses. obtained by The Associated Press
through an open-records request, cover the pcno<l from July 15.
2003. three <la)' before Bryant was charged, to Aug. 31. 2004, the
<la)' be ton: pro:;t cu tors dropped the charge 111 the nllcgcd vi...tim ·s

rcq111.:st

Price
$76,075
$72,173
$60,896
$37,500
district

Reason for expenditure
Salary of public information
officer Krista Flannigan.
Fees for expert witnesses and
consultants.
Salary and benefits of
investigator Gerry Sandberg
Compensation to another

attorney for the services of
prosecutor Ingrid Bakke
$35,451 For a broadcast news-clipping
service
$22,500
Compensation to another
district attorney for the services
of prosecutor Dana Easter
$14,227 Equipment including office
supplies for additional personnel
hired to help on the case
$13,607 Travel expenses for
investigators
$5,705
Travel and lodging expenses
$4,932
Miscellaneous
$2,808
Travel expenses for expert
witnesses and consultants
$850
Laboratory fees
SOURCE:

www.espn.com
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Kobe Comes Clean With Police
Kobe. Kobe. Kobe. What
are we going to do with you?
Wasn't it bad enough that
we had to watch you cry as
you admitted to the "crime of
adultery" that you committed
against your wife? Then we had
to listen to everyone
gush about the fourcarat 'Tm sorry" ring
you bought her. Next,
we were bombarded
'vith court case after
court case and every
tidbit of news about
.
you, the alleged victin1, and everyone
else in between. Alas,
the whole mess was
dropped.
Well,
not so
much. '
If you are like us and
thought you were going to
escape the Kobe madness, you
arc sadly mistaken. A new tape,
which contains a conversation
that Kobe had with detectives
the night after he was accused,
is being made public.
In the tape, Kobe admits to
his escapade with the 19-year-

old woman. He even tries to
show his innocence by telling
detectives to verify that he's not
a forceful person by talking to
another woman he bas relations
with. After all of these confessions, the tape captures Kobe

Well, that was a waste of energy
because we didn't learn anything that we didn't already
know o,: suspect. We already
knew he cheated on his wife
and, really, who's surprised that
he didn't want her to find out?
We're not even surprised to find out that
the Colorado woman
wasn't the first time
that he's cheated,
although we, in no
way, condone it.
Putting out this
tape is just adding insult to injury.
Kobe's image has
already been tarnished and the tape is
doing noting but continuing to drag his name in the
mud. We say, enough!
Now that Kobe's legal woes
seem to be behind him, we truly
hope that the media follows
the Colorado woman's suit and
drops this whole matter because
we're tired of being reminded of
this saga incessantly.
Case closed.

Our View:
The surfacing of this new
tape is just adding insult to
.
zn1ury.

Grading Program Gives
Passing Grades to Freshmen
With such a big emphasis passing grade in all classes.
the school does not have faith
on improving education these
An organization that accred- in their students to rise to the
days, many schools are looking its the college as well as the col- occasion and gel good grades,
for creative methods for moti- lege's faculty has doubts about and disappointing!). it .een.s to
vating their students to strive this program. So do we.
play into the notion that black
to learn. Last year Benedict
We believe you have to earn students need a handicap or a
College, an HBCU in Columbia, your grades. We really don't cushion because without that
South Carolina, started a grad- see the logic in setting up a pro- we just might not make it.
ing program that their presi- gram in which you can pass all
Instead of just passing student, David Swinton
dents who really may
has said "raises the
not be at the perforacademic standards at
1nancc level lo move
the college. It's doing
on, the school should
Benedict College should strive
this by getting students
offer 1nore programs
to work harder and
to raise the bar of education, not for the students who
committing more effort
may suffer :\cadcmilol-ver
it
to
give
their
students
a
to learning.··
c.tll)
In:stead of
Under the progra1n
lowering the bar for
safety
net.
freshmen are graded on
all, the school should
a 60-40 formula, with
raise it and then work
effort counting for 60 percent of you classes by just showing to bring those students who
and academics only 40 per- up to class. If anything, that can't reach it, up to the stancent; sophomores are graded shows students that it really dard.
on a 50-50 formula, and by doesn't matter if they try hard
We appreciate Benedict
the time students reach their or not, they don't have to take College for trying to find methjunior and senior years, they arc classes seriously, because inevi- ods to help their students sucgraded solely on academic per- tably, they'll pass. This program ceed, but unfortunatd) in an
.formance. Under the program, seems to set students up for institution of higher learnfreshmen and sophomores are laziness more than motivation; ing, you don't get ~As just for
guaranteed to get at least a it seems to send a message that effort.

Our View:

Boo! Students Get Rowdy at
Howard Pageant Events

Last week's pageants were we are a tough crowd, and when remember other events where
packed full of people anxious someone doesn't have talent, people have also walked the line
to see who would be the next we just don't have a problem of getting crunk and getting out
successor of their school's letting them know it. But how of hand. At last year's Bison
throne. After much hard work many times have we gotten a Ball, people were jumping up
and practice, it was time for little too rowdy at events?
and down on the table and
the contestants Lo be
chairs and the hotel
seen center stage. The
manager had to come
first few portions flew
intervene.
At the
by with ease, and then
Howard v. Hampton
Get involved and have fitn at game, some of us
came the talent portion. When it came to
threw popcorn on our
their talents, the con- events, but act rig/it and know
rivals. It seems like
testants gave it their
some people always
the
limit.
all, but not everyone
cross the line when
appreciated the effort.
we have events and
At the Arts and
we think that we're
Sciences pageant, in
too old for that.
particular, contestants
Howard,
we
who just didn't make
encourage you to keep
the cut >vith the crowd
having fun at events.
were getting booed.
At the College of Arts and By all means get excited and
Now, we're not going to Sciences pageant people weren't even get a little >vild from time
say that the crowd shouldn't just booing, they were standing to time. But remember that
express themselves. At Howard, on chairs and throwing things we are college students and we
we've booed the best of them, on the stage. There's a big dif- should act like it. Use discrefrom Malcolm Jamal Warner to ference between having a little tion and realize that sometimes
Maxwell. We realize that here fun and acting a fool. We can it's best to just chill.

Our View:

getting worried about his wife's
reaction: "I'll lose my wife...and
all my endorsements."
We're not really sure why
someone thought it was necessary to make this tape available
now. Obviously it wasn't that
important to the court case or it
would've been used as evidence.
Perhaps someone was trying to
shed some new light on Kobe.
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Responses to the Question ''So What About the Brothers?''
Last wee~ tliis question was posed. <Jvf.any men responded. Jfere 's wliat some of tliem fiac[ to say...
fr01n Xavier University of La.,
excuse?
Recently, I held a conver- or reached my second year at
now, I am
a
career track that requires sation with a sister who was Howard Med. However, it was
the majority of my time shocked that I knew the book my father who raised me, along
establishing a relationship with
"The Coldest Winter Ever" by wi~h my two older sisters, one
a sister is the lack of conver- and commitment. I would only
who is an attorney and the other
sation on her part. I am sure put God and my family first. Sistah Souljah better than she
did. It seemed as if she got a lit- an OB/GYN.
any professional brother would However, a companion would be
Maybe the next day a brothagree that it is a big success to nice, but do I have time to swing tle offended when I could defend
my points better than she could er taps onlyour shoulder or tries
get past that brick wall that a a sledgehammer to breakdown
that brick wall sisters put up for defend hers.
to get your attention, it might
sister puts up for every fellow
Sisters claim to be confi- be me who is looking for a black
regardless of manners, personal- brothers?
The answer would be No!
dent, strong, and independent. woman as a friend, companion,
ity, and/or courtesy. Personally,
Not to say that ya'll are not However, the resume is blank. I and/or wife. Will you say hello
I don't know what goes through
worth it. But are ya'll scared of believe sisters lack a little thing and keep walking? Or will you
a female's head once a guy
carrying an intellectual conver- such as humility. I am proud to stay and have a tal,k with someapproaches her, but it is usually
sation with a possible equal if say if it were not for my aunts, body who was just taken aback
a missed opportunity for some
the chief complaint is that there female cousins, and sisters, I by your beauty?
of the stereotypes we have about
are not enough "good brothers?" would not have gotten my high
each other to be strongly quesSo, is this a complaint or an school diploma, graduated

Two Ships Passing In the Night tion~~ht
LARRY FERDINAND JR.

I am a second year medical
student here at Howard Medical
School. I have seen articles about
black men and relationships
in every Ebony, Jet, Essence,
etc. magazine just about every
month. I guess the reason this
topic comes up so often in conversations is due to the fact that
there is no real answer that can
satisfy both sides.
The trouble I find with

Put Energy
Where Energy
is Due
Vason Lee
I believe that there are a
host of great black men left in
this world. A lot of disrespect is
passed around by some brothers, but that's not all of us. I
agree, one thing we do too much
is bash black men and a lot of
men are doomed as a result.
That' s where a Jot of the frustration comes. Some guys feel that
they don't have a chance, so they
don't bother trying to initiate
respect. The cycle is continued
because some women sit there
and take it, going out with these
men who care nothing about
them because they are attractive
or have money.
So of course they will continue to be disrespectful because
it gets a response. A negative
one, but it's a response. I feel
that if our women spend time
concentrating on those that are
good men I believe that this
cycle can be reversed. But if
women continue to put energy
into those men who are no good,
then men who are respectful will
feel disrespected and stoop to
the level of the men that are getting results.

I am a junior at Elon
University in Burlington, NC.
I am currently the Opinions
Editor of The Pendulum (www.
elon.edu/pendulum), our school
publication. First of all, I would
like to commend your staff and

paper for being voted #1 by the
Princeton Review.
I am currently the only Black
editor on the staff, not counting
our Business Manager. I have
been trying, since the start of
the semester, to diversify the
content within our paper by
having friends write each week.
Unfo1tunately, the staff is very
close-minded when it comes to
stepping outside the box and
striving for creativity.
I would just like to say that
your staff is very luck"Y to have a
liaison where students can voice

their opinion and get creative.
Your paper looks wonderful.
Needless to say, I will be
visiting your website at our next
meeting to show the staff what
a real college paper looks like!
Thank you. Keep up the good
work.
KeiSaundra Henderson

,.

WE'RE LISTENING!!
.

What About
A Balanced
Portrayal?

o~

Have something funny, political, embarassing, pressing, appalling that you want to get off
your chest? Let us know! Send your p iece to
www.thehilltoponline.com. We 're all ears!
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KYRON WILLIAMS, PH.D.
FAMU CLASS OF 2004

.
I am a Black male and "What
about the brothers?" is a question I hear many black women
ask. I know that there are plenty
of Black men who are not doing
what they should in this world.
However, the mistake that is too
often made is that ALL of the
attention is given to the negative
and LITTLE to NONE is given to
the positive.
I am not a Howard student or alumnus nor do I reside
in the D.C. area. I have vis• ited Washington and Howard on
numerous occasions and I have
friends who are proud Howard
alumni. I mention that because I
am a FAMU alumnus and I have
heard stories of men disrespecting women here in Tallahassee
too.
However, I do not believe
that their actions should be
attributed to all black men.
After all, you attend a university where there are thousands
of Black men who are studying
to become physicians, lawyers,
businessmen, scientists, engineers, writers, artists, teachers,
journalists, and ministers. The
same is true for tny alma mater,
FAMU. Yet, the actions and
accomplishments of these Black
men never make the six o'clock
news or the front page.
For some reason too many
black women who sit beside
many of these brothers in the
classroom fail to notice those
brothers that will make the world
better. I am not saying that
brothers do no wrong. I just feel
that there is never a balanced
portrayal of black men.

Dedicated to My Fellow Students
SHANI GIBSON

The College of Arts and
Sciences has held its muchanticipated pageant. This pag·
eant served as an outlet for me to
share a personal piece that was
born out of the aggravation and
experiences of getting validated.
I haven't officially named the
piece, but I thought it unfair that
only the students who attended
the pageant should hear it. For
those who were unable to hear
my dedication, here goes:
"I'd like to dedicate this to
my fellow students. Because
there are so many of us, our
experiences are varied in nature.
But one thing that we have iJ1
common is that we're all Bison.
I'd like to dedicate this to
the girl who cried because she
couldn't get validated on the
last day. I'd like to dedicate this
to the guy who worked hard

•
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and earned scholarships, but
not enough to cover all of his
expenses. I'd like to dedicate
this to the person who couldn't
apply for work study because
their 'parents made too much
money.' I'd like to dedicate this
to the student working full time,
has a kid and makes magic by
making ends meet. I'd like to
dedicate this to the 60-year-old
student in my class because she
came back to finish what she
sta1ted. I'd like to dedicate this
to the, girl whose parents wrote
a check for her expense because
she has an opportunity to associate with folks who don't have
it so good. I'd like to dedicate
this to the guy, who in spite of
his negative environment, made
it this far. I'd like to dedicate
this to the kid who lost a loved
one, but managed to maintain.
I'd like to dedicate this to
you, because I passed by you
on the Yard, I sat next to you in
class, I saw you at the show, we

danced at the club, you held the
door for me as I entered the 'A'
building, we chatted for an hour
waiting in the Office of Financial
Aid, you smiled at me as I boarded the elevator, we stood in line
at Chik-Fil-A. I'd like to dedicate
this to you because you're from
somewhere I've never been, you
represent who I am and what I
aspire to be. I dedicate this to
you because you face some of
the same struggles that I do, and
because you overcome obstacles, you're inspiration for me to
do the same.
· I dedicate this to you
because you are evidence that
you don't need an institution
to validate you! Your existence,
the fact that you are still here;
that you remain is enough to
validate you as a person! As a
warrior, as a son or daughter, as
a mother or father, as a friend,
as a classmate, as a peer, as my
fellow Bison. Thank you."
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The Howard University Student Association and the Chapel Assistants
Present:
"The Po\ver to Serve"
Student Leadership \Veek 2004
Donations in the for1n of non-perishable food and disaster relief items will be accepted
at each event for the Hurrican victims.
" The Po\vcr to Choose"
Today, @ 7JJ.m. •
Blackburn Digital Auditorium

"Leadership is Power"
ltt'ednesday, September 22
Student Organizational Fair 11a.m.-3p.m., Undergraduate Library Pavilion
(weather permitting)
Wednesday Night Live 6:4SP.m. Rankin .Memorial Chapel
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Opportunities
Students, Faculty,
Staff
Top prices paid for
used and unwanted

Textbooks
'Faj Book: Service
(202) 722-072:1
Textbook Savings
since 1982
1.800.223.TAJO
(8250)

)]3~

"The Po\vcr of Fellowship"
Forum/Panel Discussion on Greek Life and Educational and Service Fraternities
Thursday. September 23 @ 7P.m.
Blackburn Reading Lounge
Co-Sponsored by: Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc.

"Pon·er in Numbers"
Corwocation
Friday, September 24 @ 11a.m
Cramton Auditorium

''The Po\ver. to Change"
Can1pus \\'Ide Community Senice

Saturday, September 25@ 90.rn.
l\.leeting Location TBA
Continental Breakfast Seived

IBID.w@IlW®o
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"The Power to Sen e ..
Student Instillation Service

Sunday, September 26 @ 11 a.m.
Andrew Rnnk'tn Memorial Chapel at Cramton Auditorium
Reception

If your organization would like o participate in the Instillation Service, please contact
Alexis Logan at 202-612-8740 or alcxisclogan@hotmail.com no later than·Friday at 12
noon.
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"SAK PASSE"

Spring Break 2005
" 'ith STS,
America· # 1
St udent Tour
Operator.
Hiring ca1npus reps.
C all for group discounts. Info/Reservations
I-800-648-4849
""'"''.ststravel.corn
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